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SHADOWSQUAD 
German Shepherds, Labrador Retrievers and Jack Russell Terriers 
FOR INTEGRITY AND CHARM   EST 1959 

 
 A few of our ladies enjoying life, top left is 

Aretha- daughter of Mr Lim’s Starlight Santo. 
Top right is Morag, lower 

right Miya- daughter of Crumpsbrook Hemlock. 
Finally, bottom left 

is Jeanna, by Lancelot Azier of Lyfame. 
I have been pleased with the quality of produce 
I have had by the stud dogs at the Lyfame ken-

nels. Solid working chaps with trustworthy 
characters and all are DNA clear for everything 

which is especially comforting when seeing 
what is available elsewhere. As the family goes 

back for seventy years, I am glad to say 
we still have the same loving nature and char-

acter with the intelligent brains we have al-
ways strived to produce. I intend to keep such 

values and type through these modern times. Our German Shepherds have good all over 
proportions with strong hind-ends. They are strong and sturdy able to work in various 

fields, as well as be great family companions and assistants. Not forgetting having a keen 
sense of humour. All breeding stock are health tested through the BVA schemes. We have 
always stood by anyone we have ever bred and continue to. Integrity to our family roots 

and our beliefs. We are an old fashioned family kennel with old fashioned standards. 
Firmly set in the past and determined to stick to traditional style and mental ability. Our 

family have done well in many different directions and continue to excel with anyone 
who wants to stretch themselves. From a cadaver dog to PAT dogs, from Search & Rescue 

to Agility, they are ca-
pable but equally happy to be loved in a family home. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Mr Lim, Lyfame Kennels, Newbury. 07768 076805 
We use, recommend and distribute CSJ K9 Foods. 

Open Day is every Sunday 11am-2pm All Welcome. 
Access is wheel-chair friendly. To quote my late mother- 

'Contentment at home is the ultimate ambition'. 
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The GSD League of Great Britain 

The GSDL was founded in 1919 and is the oldest GSD breed society in the United Kingdom. The primary objective of the GSDL is to protect and 

promote the German Shepherd Dog. As a member’s society, the GSDL also facilitates the participation of GSD owners in many activities which 

this versatile breed can excel in. 

The GSDL has been at the forefront of innovation – founding the BVA Hip scoring scheme in 1978, the National Dog Tattoo Register in 1986 and 

the British Regional Groups in 2010 – running the first UK shows to have mandatory health test requirements on all adult dogs. 

The GSDL is a KC registered society and also a member of the World Union of GSD Clubs (WUSV). 

The GSDL Council is responsible for the proper running of all GSDL activities and its members are elected by its members. 

Whether your interest in the GSD is purely as a companion or you want to breed, show, train, or compete with your GSD,  this is the club to 

actively participate in to gain the most out of your love of the German Shepherd Dog. 
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GSD League Chairpersons Report January 2023  

Dear Friends,  

 

So here we all are in 2023; I’d like to take this opportunity to wish all our members the  
best for the forthcoming year; may all your hopes and aspirations be successful! 
 
We have all faced considerable uncertainty and change in the last few years; change most of us would not have imagined a 
decade ago. We will continue to do so, both regarding our canine activities, and in the wider context of our everyday lives.  
 
It is becoming increasingly clear that, in our Stewardship, the GSD is now confronted with unique challenges it has not in the 
past encountered. We face organised and, often, hostile scrutiny over our canine activities and pastimes, and even questions 
in some quarters about the right to keep companion animals at all.  
 
I feel, therefore, that it is more important than ever that all lovers of the GSD unite together to protect, promote and 
develop our wonderful breed. 
 
For our part, be assured that we will continue to endeavour to meet the above challenges head on, improve our 
Organisation and meet the needs of all our members. 
 
As a consequence of this situation, I take this opportunity to encourage all our members to promote the GSDL within the 
general GSD community, and encourage fellow enthusiasts to join us; let us build the GSDL into the truly inclusive, effective 
and representative National Organisation I know it can become; for is it not the case that we have far more binding us 
together than driving us apart; and a united, committed justification of our activities and our breed is what is absolutely 
necessary at this time?  
 
I look forward to seeing my fellow enthusiasts at the Valentine show, the British Seiger Event, forthcoming Character 
Assessments (which I wholeheartedly encourage our members to both support and enter) and, of course, at various IGP 
events.  
Also, it would be very positive if we could have a well attended AGM in March; come and have your say, tell your Council 
what your priorities are, remember that your Council is here to work for you. 
 
Kindest Regards  

 
 
Chris Bows   
WUSV/GSDL Chairman 

Patron 

Wendy Stephens 

Council Members 

Kelsa Bingley 

Treasurer/Secretary 

Mrs Carole Lister 

Vice Presidents 

Mr Syd Farley 

Henriette Bohnstedt 

Chris Bows 

Warrant Wood Farmhouse 

Warrant Road, Market Drayton 

Mr John Ward 

Mr Ron White 

Martin Davies 

Ray Epps 

Shropshire TF9 2JA 

Tel : 01630 638540 

Chairman 

Mr Chris Bows 

Chris Hazell  

Stephen Horrocks  

 

 Alison Lawrence  

Carole Lister 

General Membership Secretary 

Alison Lawrence 

 Wendy Stephens  inuhausgsds@gmail.com   

GSD League Committee 
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British Regional Group 

 

Looking Back and  

Looking Forward 

                                    Shirley Hutchinson—Secretary 

The BRG’s main activity is to run a programme of breed shows through the year that not 

only assess dogs on the basis of their conformation but also take into consideration the 

health status and working ability of the dogs. This is the factor which makes Regional 

Shows different to those held under KC rules. Regional shows are generally judged by SV 

approved judges who undertake a rigorous training programme and are authorised to 

grade the dogs they judge in line with international standards. 

The BRG was formed in 2010 at a time when the ability for the GSD League to hold breed shows under SV principles was 

being challenged by the Kennel Club. It was a time of great turmoil for GSD breed clubs who were required to conform 

with the KC’s restrictions on events not held under KC rules or to lose their KC Championship status. Some clubs agreed 

to the KC requirements and others who were committed to introducing mandatory health testing into the breed show 

scene formed the British Regional Groups and affiliated with the GSD League of Great Britain who supported their aims 

wholeheartedly. 

In its first 10 years, the BRG established a well-recognised and supported scene of breed shows under SV principles and 

is supported by many breeders and exhibitors. These shows have introduced many to breed conformation where 

health testing and working ability is valued as part of the judging. Many, many top judges from around the World have 

travelled to the UK and judged our shows.  

The BRG has also established at least one koerung each year in the UK with full SV approval. Whilst koerung is not a re-

quirement for registering puppies with the KC, it is an internationally recognised breeding suitability assessment which 

many UK breeders now subscribe to or aspire to. It is not easy to achieve but nothing worthwhile ever is and we are 

building the infrastructure that supports those who want to achieve koerung whilst retaining show classes for exhibitors 

who can’t or don’t want to work towards koerung. 

The BRG with the support of the GSD League of Great Britain now has 2 SV Special International judges (Heather Mac-

donald and Shirley Hutchinson) and an SV Special National Judge (Wayne Vessey) all of whom qualified as SV ap-

proved character assessors in 2022 in addition to our GSDL-WDG colleagues Phil Sergent and Gary Khakian  

Since 2010, the show scene for all breeds has declined dramatically and the German Shepherd is no exception. Entries 

at breed shows has diminished greatly – although Regional Shows generally achieve larger entries than KC shows, they 

are still lower than in the early days which makes them difficult to fund. Covid in 2020 has exasperated this situation, 

now in 2023 we are faced with the challenge of reinvigorating Regional Shows – making them attractive to established 

exhibitors, accessible to newcomers and funded to ensure that the activities can be grown and improved. 

For this reason, a proposal will be made at the GSDL 2023 AGM to restructure the GSDL-BRG from its current structure 

into a similar format to the GSDL-WDG which has proven to be a successful model for development of a strong infra-

structure and dedicated following. If approved, individuals can choose to become members of the BRG to be able to 

have a say in the future running of the organisation and will elect an executive committee who will be challenged to 

develop a strategy to make the improvements needed to build a strong future for the breed in the UK. This will not only 

address exhibitors concerns about regional shows but will set up a training system for aspiring judges, encourage young 

people and newcomers, establish an entry level of show with lower running costs and easily accessed by exhibitors and 

finalise the implementation of the WUSV Breed Harmonisation Programme by 2025.We hope that all breed members of 

the GSD League will get behind this proposal and become involved in supporting and growing the SV style show scene 

in the UK. 

SV – Verein fuer Deutsche Schaeferhunde – German governing body for GSDs 

KC – The Kennel Club – UK governing body for all dogs 

WUSV – Weltunion der Veriene von Deutscher Schaeferhunde – World Union of GSD Clubs 
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WDG Chair report   

 

The Working dog group is going from strength to strength and is in a very healthy position. Our membership has grown for the 

3rd consecutive year and is now well above 400. We have 40 active clubs around the country that have held 22 club trials in 

2022 with 174 new BH and IGP qualifications. 2021 was a bumper year for BHs and IGP1s and it’s nice to see that a lot of these 

dogs have moved on to getting their IGP2 and IGP3 qualifications in 2022. 

The most active clubs in 2022 were: 

1st: Severnside, 2nd: South Cheshire, 3rd: Saltire 

Congratulations to all three clubs and to everyone who got their dogs out on the trial field. 

The Working dog group AGM for 2023 was held on the 11th of February and ran very smoothly with only one item on the agen-

da for voting which was a change to the wording of a paragraph in the constitution, it was passed unanimously.   

There have already been 2 club trials this year and there are another 6 trials scheduled for March and April.  

2022 saw all the major events Nationally and internationally back on the calendar.  

The first ever joint FCI selection trial was held on the 9th/10th April with 13 entries, 11 of whom ran. We saw some very nice work 

and good judging from Lene Carlson who has previously judged obedience at the FCI World Championships. The 5 top places 

who were all GSDL-WDG members qualified for the FCI World Championships: 

1st Aiden Jackson with Hartshill Achilles 

2nd Lewis Hartley with Finchpark Athos   

3rd Jayne Wood with Helaka Asia 

4th Ross Heron with Harcos von Peroh 

5th Chris Wilson with Carentino Czech Legendary 

Also congratulations to Mark Rigby (short) and John Padden (long) who were picked by the judge as the 2 helpers for the trial 

and did excellent, consistent safe work 

The annual helper licensing event was as always very well attended. It was particularly nice to see a lot of new potential A 

grade helpers and we now have large pool of 8 A grades as well as 28 B and C for life helpers. The standard of the helper 

work throughout the event was super.  
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The joint selection trial for the WUSV World Championships was held on the 9th & 10th of July at Thornhurst Manor, Doncas-

ter. The event was judged by the highly respected SV Judge Volker Behrens. 13 teams competed for the 5 team places for the WUSV 

World Championships in Denmark from 28th September to 2nd of October. I’m pleased to report that again all 5 team places and the 

reserve place were earned by GSDL-WDG members.  

1st Ross Heron with Harcos von Peroh 

2nd Lewis Hartley with Finchpark Athos 

3rd Alan Wood with Vrochas Cami at Shangay 

4th Joanne Bridge with Kieztamarx Daxamite at Brueckwasser 

5th Jayne Wood with Helaka Asia 

Reserve, Phil Sergent with Helaka Annah 

The FCI World Championships in the Czech Republic was the first international event of the year. 6 teams had met the requirements 

of qualifying at the joint event and having also scored a minimum of 80-80-80 and total 250 since January 1st of the previous year. 3 of 

the qualified teams had since chosen to go to their respective breed world championships so Team GB for the FCI World Champion-

ships was: 

Aiden Jackson with Hartshill Achilles 

Jayne Wood with Helaka Asia 

Chris Wilson with Caretino Czech Legendary 

Unfortunately, Aiden’s dog was injured and unable to compete. 

Jayne & Asia showed very nice performances in all 3 phases and finished in a super 32nd place with 90-91-87 = 268 beating the previ-

ous best position (51st) at the FCI World Championships which have been held by her husband Alan Wood for the last 15 years.  Chris 

Wilson with the youngest dog in the competition put in nice performances in the stadium but unfortunately didn’t qualify on the 

track, they scored 24-85-78.  

Also thank you to Charlotte Wildman for acting as Team Captain and Alan Wood as vice captain. 

In October the WUSV team travelled to Randers, Denmark, they did a great job with very nice individual performances and 11 th 

place as a team. Congratulations to the whole team and thanks to the team captain Chris Bows and vice-captain Phil Sergent who 

was also the team reserve with Helaka Annah. 

Ross Heron & Harcos von Peroh scored 85-84-89 = 258 and finished in 33rd place 

Lewis Hartley & Finchpark Athos scored 80-85-92 = 257 and finished in 37th place 

Joanne Bridge & Kieztamarx Daxamite at Brueckwasser scored 85-81-88 = 254 and finished in 41st place 

Jayne Wood & Helaka Asia scored 81-87-75 = 243 and finished in 60th place 

Alan Wood & Vrochas Cami at Shangay scored 04-89-93 and unfortunately didn’t qualify but their work in the stadium was of a very 

high standard. 

 The last main event of the year was the Nationals which held on the 22nd & 23rd of October at Ayrshire Athletics Arena, Scotland. The 

event was hosted by Saltire Schutzhund group who organized an execellent event that ran like clockwork despite the inclement 

weather conditions, thanks to all the Saltire members who were involved. The judge; Johannes Eitler (SV) provided many memorable 

moments and the 2 helpers Mark Rigby (short) and Jamie Bows (long) did a fantastic job in the mud delivering consistent and testing 

safe work. 

Congratulations to the GSDL-WDG Nationals and All Breeds Nationals Champion 2022:  

Alan Wood & Vrochas Cami at Shangay who won with a great score of 98-95-96 = 289        

2nd Ross Heron & Harcos von Peroh with 97-98-91 = 286 

3rd Lewis Hartley & Finchpark Athos with 97-92-93 = 282 

We have also been able to welcome a new judge, Julie West to our ranks in 2022 and our Existing judges Gary Khakian and Phil Ser-

gent are now SV approved character assessors and can be used for Wesenbeutailung.  

The planning for the major events for 2023 is well under way and the first qualifier will be the Joint FCI Qualification trial on the 29th & 

30th of April.  

I wish all our members the best of luck with their dogs in 2023. 

Henriette Bohnstedt  -  GSDL-WDG Chairperson 
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WUSV - BRG Calendar of Events 2023 

DIARY DATES 2023 
 

These events are subject to change due to pandemic restrictions. 

For more information visit www.gsdleague.com 

 

For information on WDG activities and Club Trial Dates visit www.gsdl-wdg.co.uk 

2023 Date : Host Event Judges Venue 

18 & 19 March 23 Midland Regional  Character Assessment 
S Hutchinson, H Macdonald & 

W Vessey 

Mount  Farm , Slowe 

lane  ST18 0NB 

25 march 23 Southern Counties WDG  Character Assessment Volker Behrens (SV) 
Barecroft Common, 

Magor 

26 march 23 GSD league AGM  Hatton Park 

23 April 23 Scottish  Regional  BRG Show  Brigit Newlands Strathaven Rugby Club 

28 May 23 
West Yorkshire GSD 

Group 
Korung  

Erich Bosl 

( subject to SV approval) 
Tbc 

10-11 June 23 
BAGSD / GSDL / Breed 

Council 
British Seiger tbc Ellistown Rugby Club 
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WORKING DOGS 
 

GSDL-WDG 
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WUSV IGP WC Randers 2022  by Chris Bows 

 
 

Attended the WUSV World IGP Championships in Randers Denmark as Team Captain; here’s an overview of how it went.  
Firstly thanks for the Team for putting up with me; I took the job reluctantly, as I’ve never been the best for this sort of role - and age 
doesn’t improve attention to detail, awareness or memory! Thanks also to Phil Sergent for support as Vice Captain.  
 
Team met up on Sunday 25th September for vet check at the impressive Cepheus Park Stadium in Randers. The vet subjected all to dogs 
to a very thorough examination, fortunately, this was not a problem for our dogs.  
Monday we had 30 minutes practice time in the Stadium. This can often be a 
serious banana skin (and proved to be so for several teams), but our previously 
planned schedule worked like clockwork, and we finished with several minutes 
to spare.  
The team spent the next couple of days preparing with tracking training and 
some obedience and protection. We also had the assistance of GSDL A grade 
helper Jordan Carney, who kindly flew out on Monday to support the Team.  
Tuesday pm saw the opening parade and, later, the draw; Wednesday morning 
saw the business end of the week begin!  
We had a busy Wednesday, with Jayne and Ross up for obedience in the morning 
and Lewis, Jo and Alan undertaking protection in the afternoon.  
Jayne did a very focused, correct and powerful round of obedience, I think with 
a slight touch of the jump and an extra command with the dumbbell being the 
only major errors, achieving 87 points.  

Ross also showed some very correct 
and powerful obedience, unfortu-
nately needing an extra command on the send out. The dog was also unsettled in the long 
down; 84 points but still a very impressive display.  
In the afternoon Lewis was first up and showed a very powerful round of protection, really 
causing the helpers problems with his dominant fight behaviour. Control and outs were good 
also; 92 points.  
Jo was next, a very fast and powerful round of protection with excellent grips and transitions 
and an awesome long flight; 88 points.  
Finally Alan presented another extremely 
high quality round of protection, with 
very good grips and transitions, very 
active and intense guarding and good 
control; 93 points!  

A great day for the team! We were a bit worried, however, as the results filtering 
back from the tracking fields suggested conditions were very difficult indeed…… 
Thursday dawned, and we had Lewis, Jo and Alan up for obedience.  
Lewis put in a spirited, workmanlike round sadly (like Jo’s later) flawed by the dog 
being distracted in the opening heeling exercise, (Lewis and Jo both felt this was as a 
consequence of doing protection yesterday in the Stadium) nevertheless no major 
mistakes, 85 points.  
Jo’s dog, as noted, was initially distracted, and also noisy in the long down. Addi-
tionally, Jo made an error in throwing the dumbell into the A frame, which seemed to 
unsettle the dog and he did not return over it; this is costly (5 points). Otherwise a 
good round with nice positions and good retrieves and send out, 81 points.  

Alan was last up and managed a 
very nice focused, correct and 
powerful round of obedience 
with no major errors; 89 points.  
Another good day for team GB 
overall.  
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Friday we had Jayne and Ross tracking. Jayne was out very early indeed in the first group of the day. Conditions were not good. 
The field was bereft of green, primarily stubble and waterlogged in places. Additionally, the track was the longest IGP track I’ve 
ever witnessed; she was so far away from us at times you couldn’t really see how it was progressing. In the circumstances, a bril-
liant effort, getting a credible 81 where many dogs were unable to complete the track at all. Well done Jayne!  

Didn’t get to see Ross track - but I understand the wind was the main issue. Apparently the 
dog started well but had a few problems into the wind but, given how things were going, 85 
seemed a good score to us.  
Final day for us was Saturday. We had Lewis, Jo and Alan out tracking am and Jayne and Ross 
in protection late afternoon.  
Didn’t get to see Lewis track as I went with Jo and Alan later; he reported difficult conditions 
and was happy with his 80 points. Jo’s track was long, the conditions testing and the weather 
unpleasant, with strong wind and rain. Jo came out the best in her group with a solid 85 points. 
We then found Alan, who was in the later group. Again, the conditions weren’t good. Sadly, 
Gaby, although starting well, did not 
complete the track. Given the perfor-

mance in obedience and protection, this was a disappointment for all of us.  
We returned to the Stadium to support Jayne and Ross.  
Jayne was up first, starting well, but developing a few control issues later 
in the round which led to a score of 75.  
Ross put in a powerful and controlled round of protection only marred by 
an extra out command, which earned him a credible 89 points.  
So that was that for WUSV Randers 2022! A night out for some of us at 
the Party, and a relaxing morning watching the final competitors in the 
Stadium Sunday, followed by the closing parade and prize giving.  
Final results of our team - Ross 33rd, Lewis 37th, Jo 41st and Jayne 60th. 
Team finished 11th overall.  
I’ve been attending and competing at these events for many years; this 
certainly wasn’t an easy one. But our Team did very well; it’s important to 
isolate the points from the performance, and it’s clear to me that, with 
development and a little more luck (an essential at this sort of event) we have a very good chance of making 3 “Very Good” 
grades, which would catapult us up the rankings in the final results. We’ve not been in this position before, so congratulations to 

the team for all their hard work, and I look forward to Hungary 2023. (04/10/23- 08/10/23), Pancho Stadium Hungary, ap-
prox 40 K from beautiful Budapest!  
See you there! 
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All Breed Nationals 2023 

 
This year’s GSDL working dog group all breed nationals was expertly organised by Saltire Schutzhund Group in Kilmar-

nock Scotland on the 22nd AND 23RD OF October the judge was Johannes Eitler SV. As always Dorothy, Dougie and 

rest of the club put on a very well organised and run event and our thanks go to them for hosting, the obedience 

and protection was held at Ayrshire Athletics Arena with the tracking a 10-minute drive away. There was an entry of 

14 dogs and the competitors were welcomed to Scotland 

on Saturday to an overcast and drizzly day for the tracking 

stakes with the weather becoming more overcast through 

the day, The condition under foot were good and the rolling 

Scottish hills adding to the spectator experience when the 

teams disappeared from view. 

  

The first dog team to track was Gary and Hasko coming in 

with a respectable score of 92, the next team was Hajar and 

Falcon with 80 points at their first major event, the rest of the 

field followed through the morning with all the dogs gaining 

a qualifying score and some very inspiring performances 4 

dogs gaining a very good grade and 6 dogs gaining the 

grade of excellent with Lewis, Ross and Brian all gaining 97, 

Alan and Gabbie having a great day scoring 98 points and 

taking 

the 

lead on the first day. 

 

It was back to the arena for the official training after a short 

break for lunch and this venue was very accommodating with a 

large exercise area for the dogs and a good view of the field for 

the spectators the only drawback was that due to the amount 

of rain on the run up to the trial the mid-section of the field was 

quite wet and unfortunately Bethan and Khalan had to with as 

Khalan went lame during the practice session. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sunday was a started with the conditions being cold but brighter and 

there was a good turnout of spectators to support the competition, the 

obedience got underway without any issues. The dog and handler 

teams were faced with some challenges with the conditions under foot 

which were a bit sticky... This phase was more challenging for some as the scores reflected Ross and Harcos put in a 

stunning round gaining an excellent score of 98 points, Alan and 

Gabbie putting in a very good round with 95 points, Jayne with 

Asia showing there experience with 94 points, Lewis and Athos 

and Becky with Tarot gaining 92 points. It was good to see a mix 

of breeds and a broad range of experience at this level of com-

petition with some at their first big competition to seasoned com-

petitors finishing the season. All the dogs qualified which was also 

good to see. 
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After a short lunch break the protection work started the Scottish 

weather started getting wetter, this years helpers were Mark Rigby 

short work and Jamie Bows for the long work, both helpers did a ster-

ling job with the conditions under for challenging to say the least. 

Again Gary got us 

underway, with 

Hajar and Falcon 

second to run and 

gaining a qualify-

ing score next was 

Darren with Apollo 

putting in a very 

good performance 

scoring 91 points. 

Jayne was next followed by Alan and Gabbie putting in a super performance gaining an 

excellent 96 points. The rest of the field ran without issue with Ross and Harcos, Jo and Xam 

and Lewis and Athos putting in very good performances. Brian and Falco had a good round 

gaining the helpers choice from the helpers. Becky and Tarot were last to run and had a very 

good round scoring 95 points and putting in a spectacular long flight. 

 

 

 

 

 

By the time we got to the presentation the rain had got a lot heavier and 

whilst the crowd was waiting we were entertained by Phil giving the crowd 

a rendition on singing in the rain…. Alan and Gabbie were no1 with 289, 

followed by Ross and Harcos in 2nd with 286 and Lewis with Athos coming 

in 3rd with 282. 

 

Many thanks to Saltire for hosting and organising a very well run event and 

finding a super venue as we know how difficult it is to organise an event of 

this size and that it takes a lot of effort from the whole club. We are looking 

for a club to come forward to host the 2023 Na-

tionals and have a provisional date of 28th and 

29th October. 

 

Article and photos by Martin Davies  
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GSDL WDG National Championships & All Breed Championships Joint Trial 2022  
22/23 October 2022 
Judge: Mr Johannes Eitler, SV 
Helpers: Mark Rigby (Short) & Jamie Bows (Long) 
Tracklayers: Chris Bows & Dougie Bannerman 

 
 

Pla
ce 

Handler Dog A B C 
To-
tal 

1 Alan Wood 
Vrochas Cami at Shangay 
(GSD) 

98 95 96 289 

2 Ross Heron Harcos von Peroh (GSD) 97 98 91 286 

3 Lewis Hartley Finchpark Athos (GSD) 97 92 93 282 

4 Jayne Wood Helaka Asia 96 94 88 278 

5 Becky Lyons 
Bataro vom Drachenwolf 
(GSD) 

88 92 95 275 

6 Philip Sergent Helaka Annah (GSD) 96 88 89 273 

7 Joanne Bridge 
Kieztamarx Daxamite at 
Brueckwasser (GSD) 

92 87 92 271 

8 Brian Keenan Avonwolf Falco (MAL) 97 83 89 269 

9 Darren Patrick Helaka Apollo (GSD) 82 88 91 261 

10 Gary Khakhian 
Hasko Zde Sko vom 
Kazgar (GSD) 

92 85 82 259 

11 Mark Montgomery Bibi Urla (MAL) 95 74 87 256 

12 Hajar Moujib Falcon (MAL) 80 78 87 245 

13 Richard Graham Zederhaus Amadeus (GSD) 91 70 83 244 

 Bethan Allen 
Westmac Ddraigkahlan 
(GSD) 

70 INJ – % 
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Thoughts on the Breed by Chris Bows.  

 
I’ve read a number of articles over the last few months penned by respected GSD show breeders, which express similar fears for 
the future of the breed. The basis of this concern is (what they consider to be) an increasing schism in the 

breed between the show and working lines. The concern is that show breeding is producing dogs of ex-
tremes, notably in terms of angulation, size and bulk, whilst working line dogs breeders are painted as 
being unconcerned about the breed standard, and obsessed with producing unmanageable “prey drive 
lunatics”. 
 

Whilst I acknowledge the experience and validity of some of these authors (certainly in terms of their 
views regarding show lines), I would like to offer a different perspective in terms of working line dogs.      
 
I’ve owned GSD’s for most of my life, getting into showing via friends some 40 years ago. I’ve bred, han-
dled and owned breed Champions in the U.K., and (in a time when U.K. exhibitors couldn’t easily take 

dogs to Europe) visited the German Sieger show on many occasions, even handing in the big ring there. 
(I mention this to evidence I shouldn’t be viewed as an individual who is only interested in the working 
aspects of the Breed.) 
 
I got into IGP when it first came to the U.K. in 1990;  after getting a SCH 3 on my then 10 year old dog I set a goal in our limited 

breeding plan to produce dogs of correct type which would also excel in working. 
 
We had good success with this in the nineties, 
using some very good show lines to produce 
dogs that were successful, winning at National 

level in Schutzhund in the U.K. (it wasn’t practical 
to compete in Europe still). 
 
In 1996 and 1997 my own dog Jeck (out of a 
Jack vom Trienzbachtal daughter) was the best 

placed U.K. dog at the U.K. SCH Nationals and, 
in 1998, our Dutch import Lothar Vom Boombos 
won the event in the hands of my good friend, 
IGP WUSV Judge Jim Jackson. (The last show 
line dog to win in the U.K.) 

 
Sadly, due a reluctance of U.K. breeders to con-
sider dogs of mixed (between working lines and breed lines) acceptable for breeding, these dogs 
did not get perhaps the use their quality deserved. 
 

Even so, I can say that I am more than happy with my current dogs, all of current European Working line stock; I’ll explain why. 
 

When I first started attending major European Working Dog events in the early nine-
ties, whilst hugely enjoying and enthused by the performances, I was surprised at the 
variance in type on show; when I questioned this with my European working friends I 

was informed “they have the papers”. 
 
Since then, I’ve seen a huge improvement in the construction of working line dogs, to 
a point these days where the best (to 
my eye) are, in many respects, more 
akin to the great dogs of the late 80’s 

and early 90’s than many of the current 
crop of winning show dogs. Additional-
ly, as someone who spends most day-
time hours training aspiring dog han-
dler teams towards high end IGP com-

petitions, I can with confidence state that they are not “prey monsters” but in the 
main highly athletic, well balanced, adaptable and biddable dogs that are both a de-
light to work with and own. 
 
So, I would say I am generally happy with the way the Working side of the breed is 

developing. 
 
As far as the show side of our breed is concerned I will still (as I have always done) 
help anyone who has genuine aspirations to take part in IGP. 
 

However, to show breeders I would say; continue to challenge those who would 
push your undoubtedly beautiful dogs to extremes, and jealousy guard their temper-
ament and character; but recognise the achievements of Working line breeders, who 
have produced (and continue to produce) beautiful GSD’s, which are also some of 
the best Working dogs on the Planet. 
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GSDL-WDG 2022 trial statistics  

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

     
 

 
 

 

 

 

Highest IGP1 

Liam Green Avonwolf Gallant Opie 283 South Cheshire - Jan 

Aiden Jackson Hundenkraft Quartz 276 Severnside – Sept. 

Oliver French Moana vom Grossen Ex 273 Pitsford - March 

Highest IGP2 

Ian Alexander Quira v t Haagse Bloed 290 South Valley – June 

Janice Mitchell Korbach Brixxie 278 Forth - March 

Harmesh Loi Vonloi Bindi 278 Central -May 

Highest IGP3 at club trial 

Gary Khakhian Hasko Zde-Sko vom Kazgar 288 South Valley - June 

Rebecca Lyons Batara vom Drachenwolf 277 North West – April 

Lucy Loi Vonloi Aria 273 Central - May 

Best Track in club trial 

Sally Hibbert Avonwolf Double Dutch 100 IGP2 

Gary Khakhian Hasko Zde-Sko vom Kazgar 98 IGP3 

Oliver French Edro Fatymona 97 IGP3 

John Monaghan Renso v.d. Daelenberghutte 97 IGP2 

Best Obedience in club trial 

Rebecca Lyons Batara vom Drachenwolf 96 IGP3 

Ian Alexander Quira v t Haagse Bloed 96 IGP2 

Alan Wood Vrochas Cami at Shangay 94 IGP3 

Alison Bowkett Rustix Taranis 94 IGP2 

Best Protection in club trial 

Ian Alexander Quira v t Haagse Bloed 98 IGP2 

Rebecca Lyons Batara vom Drachenwolf 96 IGP3 

Vanessa Harrison Cornerpix Viva Las Vegas 96 IGP3 

Darren Patrick Helaka Apollo 96 IGP3 

Janice Mitchell Korbach Brixxie 96 IGP2 

Liam Green Avonwolf Gallant Opie 96 IGP1 
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Trial Statistics GSDL-WDG 2022 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Most consistent major events competitor 
(Based on 2 qualifiers/Nationals & 1 world championship) 

Ross Heron Harcos von Peroh 

Jayne Wood Helaka Asia 

Lewis Hartley  Finchpark Athos 

Jo Bridge Kieztamarx Daxamite  

Highest score at major event 

Alan Wood Vrochas Cami at Shangay 289 Nationals 

Ross Heron Harcos von Peroh 288 WUSV JS 

Lewis Hartley  Finchpark Athos 287 WUSV JS 

Best Track at major event 

Alan Wood Vrochas Cami at Shangay 98 Nationals 

Lewis Hartley  Finchpark Athos 97 WUSV JS 

Lewis Hartley  Finchpark Athos 97 Nationals 

Ross Heron Harcos von Peroh 97 Nationals 

Brian Keenan Avonwolf Falco 97 Nationals 

Best Obedience at major event 

Ross Heron Harcos von Peroh 98 Nationals 

Ross Heron Harcos von Peroh 96 WUSV JS 

Alan Wood Vrochas Cami at Shangay 95 Nationals 

Best Protection at major event 

Alan Wood Vrochas Cami at Shangay 97 WUSV JS 

Lewis Hartley  Finchpark Athos 96 FCI JS 

Ross Heron Harcos von Peroh 96 WUSV JS 

Lewis Hartley  Finchpark Athos 96 WUSV JS 

Alan Wood Vrochas Cami at Shangay 96 Nationals 

  2022 

Number of club trials 22 

BH entries 57 

% BH failures 9% 

IPO1 entries 30 

IPO2 entries 29 

IPO3 entries 37 

% IPO failures 20% 

Total club BH & IPO entries 153 

Other entries 21 

(10AD) 

Total Club trial entries 174 

Avg. Entries pr. trial 7.9 

Number of major trials 3 

Qualifier entries 
(Avg. pr. Trial) 

24 
(12) 

Nationals entries 14 

Total major trial entries 38 

Number of trials judged by GSDL-

WDG Judges 

19 

% of trials judged by GSDL-WDG 

Judges 

86% 

BH Failures; GSDL Judges; club 10% 

IPO failures; GSDL Judges: club 18% 

BH Fail; Non-GSDL Judges; club 0% 

IPO fail; Non-GSDL Judges: club 27% 

Q & Nat Fail rate; GSDL Judges -- 

Q & Nat Fail; Non-GSDL Judges 39% 
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HEALTH UPDATE 
 

Chris Hazell  - GSD Health Co-ordinator          email:chrishazell44@gmail.com   Tel: 01544 327104  

THE WUSV WORKING GROUP – GB 

 
SV – HIP, ELBOW, LÜW BACK & DNA SCHEME 
 

All GSD owners in the UK can submit Hip, Elbow and Back x-rays (OCD) and DNA samples to the German SV (German Shep-

herd Dog World Governing Body) for assessment and subsequent results to be recorded in their global database. These results 

have full international recognition. 

 

With the WUSV (World Union of GSD clubs) Harmonisation Programme being implemented from 2025, we are getting in-

creased interest and enquiries regarding the SV HD/ED/LÜW/DNA Scheme in the UK. As the Registrar for this scheme, I have 

put some information together, which hopefully explains how it works and answers some of the questions people have. 

 

This scheme is overseen in the UK by the WUSV Working Group - GB (this is made up of members of BAGSD & GSDL) and is ad-

ministered on their behalf by myself as the Registrar. 

 
FAQ. 
 
Q. What is the SV Scheme? 
 

The scheme is the SV/WUSV equivalent of the BVA/KC Hip and Elbow Scheme. It offers assessment of Hips, Elbows, LÜW (lower 

back) OCD and DNA testing for identification and parentage authentication purposes. 

 
Q. Is this scheme available in the UK? 
 

Yes absolutely, there are a number of vets around the country now extremely competent in 

submitting x-rays and DNA to the SV for assessment. However, any vet willing to submit them must contact the registrar well in ad-

vance for full information on how to register and to discuss the requirements.  This is not a difficult process and is easily 

achieved by any competent vet who regularly submits to the BVA. 

 
Q. What is the cost to do this in the UK? 
 

The cost of taking the x-rays and bloods for the DNA sample are a matter for you and your selected vet.  However, the SV fees 

which are paid from the WUSV Working Group – GB direct to the SV have recently increased and are as follows:-  

HD – £60 

HD with LÜW together – £85 

ED - £60 

OCD – £35 

LÜW separately (If HD already evaluated) – £35 

DNA – £85 – No increase to this. 
 
All x-rays must be submitted digitally. 

Q. What is LÜW and OCD? 
 

LÜW relates to Lumbar-Sacral Transitional Vertebrae. In absolute layman’s terms it is not 

entirely dissimilar to what we know as Caudia Equine Syndrome. This can be assessed from the Hip xray and does not require a 

separate image. 

OCD is Osteochondrose – orthopaedic disease. 

 

These additional X-ray procedures are on a voluntary basis currently but may at some point in the future become mandatory. 
Q. I want to go ahead and get my dog assessed under this scheme, what do I do next? 
 

Please follow the below step by step guide and feel free to message or call for any 

advice or guidance at any time on any stage of this process. I am only too happy to help. 

Please look out for further exciting news in the coming months from the WUSV WG – GB, regarding a new reduced cost SV 

‘National’ Hip and Elbow Scheme which will allow everyone to meet the WUSV harmonisation requirements. 

 

WUSV Working Group – GB 

Registrar 

Heather Macdonald 

Conbhairean@btinternet.com or 07876 210243 
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STEP BY STEP GUIDE  
1. Ensure you have a 3 or 5 generation Kennel Club* pedigree for your 

German Shepherd Dog – Ensure correct ownership on pedigree 

(Must be official pedigree – not homemade) 

* Note that a KC pedigree is required for dogs born in the UK, for 

dogs born elsewhere the pedigree submitted must be from the 

registration authority of the country of birth. So if a German imported dog, you must submit your 

German pedigree. 

 

2. You must be a member of either BAGSD, the GSDL or the SV. 

 

3. Contact the registrar in plenty of time to order SV paperwork and 

to arrange to make payment to the WUSV Working Group – GB. 
Paperwork will only be sent once payment has been confirmed.  

 

3.1. Registrar: Heather Macdonald 

Conbhairean@btinternet.com or 07876 210243 

 

4. Only once SV paperwork is received should you make appointment with suitable Vet. Please plan this 

well in advance. 

 

5. If this is a new process to the vet, ensure they contact they registrar well in advance as it will take a 

little time to get them registered.  THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT. 

 

6. Ensure you have all original paperwork for dog with you, as well as a photocopy of original official 

pedigree when you attend vet for x-rays. 

 

7. Vet takes x-rays and complete all paperwork VERY carefully, ensure forms are signed and 

stamped by vet and signed by owner. 

 

8. Ensure DNA sample with accompanying SV DNA form and photocopy of pedigree are sent to Hei-

delberg same day. Do not send HD/ED paperwork with DNA. Ensure DNA is marked as DNA and not as 
blood.  Since Brexit, you must now complete the customs declaration stating it is a DNA sample.  It is 
strongly advised you send this package International tracked and signed for to ensure arrival.  The WUSV 
working group accept no liability for lost samples. 
 

9. Ensure completed and signed SV Hips and Elbow forms, along with original pedigree are suitably 

packaged and sent immediately 

to the registrar (Heather Macdonald) 

 

10. Once forms are received, the registrar will ensure paperwork is correctly completed and stamp 

pedigree before submitting to SV for assessment.  Images will not be assessed until receipt of pa-

perwork. 

 

11. Await results, which can take some weeks. We aim to have 

results within 4 weeks from submission of forms to SV but on occasion this can be longer.  

 

Any questions or queries regarding results must be directed through 

the registrar (Heather MacDonald). 
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COMPANION DOGS 
 

GSDL 

Understanding and Teaching Self Control 

By Suzanne Clothier 

 

This is one of a series of booklets by the author and, although only 35 

pages long, it contains some valuable insights for the owners/instructors 

of “reactive” dogs.  

Suzanne commences by referencing delayed gratification experiments 

started by Walter Mischel in the 60s on toddlers which, when followed up 

by a re-evaluation of the same children in their teenage years, appeared to suggest a correlation between their 

emotional skills and whether they were a “grabber” or one who had resisted temptation when younger. 

The writer proposes that because both humans and canines are social animals that there is a powerful relation-

ship between their behaviours. 

To underpin this outlook she states, “We focus to a large degree on the raw talent offered by the dog without 

realising that without self-control, that talent may not be controllable, directable or even available to us.” 

She also posits that the talented but impulsive dog may require tremendous amounts of training and careful 

handling to realise its potential whereas a more moderately talented dog may go further in the long run without 

such a huge expenditure of time and energy.  

As Ms Clothier rightly observes, “tackling the underlying issue of self-control directly is extremely effective and 

facilitates the training of all other exercises.”  

Whilst this booklet may not contain any startling revelations for the skilled, knowledgeable, and experienced in-

structor/handler it may be somewhat eye opening for the novice, particularly one who may not be receptive to 

hearing home truths from their instructor! 

  

Book Reviews by  

Allyson Tohme  KCAI

(WT) Advanced  
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Detector Dog 

By Pam Mackinnon 

 

Although this is a follow on from her previous publication it is also a fully discrete tome and thus there is no need to 

have read the original prior to this to fully benefit from Pam’s teachings.  

Unlike the initial book this has the benefit of excellent colour photographs which help illustrate the points being made 

in the text.  

One of the main benefits of this is that the reader is given all the information needed to set off on their scent work 

journey alone as the author provides it in full including: 

Handling tips and skills, the need for safety checks, hiding the article(s), search patterns, introducing the scent as well 

as how to advance the skills of the dog with an extremely useful trouble shooting section at the end. 

The writer does not overcomplicate the text with pointless jargon or complex descriptions of the physiology of the 

dog’s nose but focuses instead on “the game.” 

A very enjoyable, easy to read book for the total novice/pet owner which will enable them to enrich the lives of their 

dogs of no matter their age, size, physical limitations either indoors or out. 

 

Reinforcement Training for Dogs 

By John Fisher 

 

The author of this book died in 1997 after founding the APBC in 1989 becoming a director of COAPE as well as setting up and developing the APDT. 

That is not to say the text is above reproach but science, as always, has evolved and moved on since it was written back in 1992 when the term “Alpha” was 

still in fashion………………. 

This little publication is only 30 pages long and thus ideally suited to the novice dog owner with concise information delivered 

in bite size chunks so that the reader is not overwhelmed. 

John clearly defines Reward v Reinforcement as well as his 6 training rules, via a handy acronym! 

Find a Suitable reward. 

Identify your criterion. 

Shape the exercise. 

Head towards known goals. 

Ease off if your dog looks confused. 

Resist the urge to give a command at first  

He then goes on to elaborate on these in a little more detail. 

Four more chapters follow covering the problems that arise from inadvertent training, overcoming these, puppy training tips and finally further recommended 

reading and products (all by the author). 

Talking Dogs Secentwork®   

The Manual 

How to Turn Your Pet Dog into a Detector Dog 

By Pam Mackinnon 

Written by an ex operational dog handler with HM Customs and Excise in the UK, dog trainer and behaviourist, this publication explains simply, yet thor-

oughly how to harness the strengths of your dog for mutual benefit 

 

This is not an activity that needs to be the sole prerogative of either the competitive or professional dog team but one that can provide mental stimulation for 

dogs of any age, breed, size and/or physical limitations 

 

In addition, as it can be done both indoors and out, requires little or no equipment and can be enjoyed alone or with a group, it 

is accessible to all. 

 

Whether or not you can attend workshops this book contains the information you need to develop the skills, knowledge ability, 

training and experience of both you and your dog in this rewarding activity. 

 

Pam describes how both food and toy motivated dogs can enjoy scent work and takes the reader carefully but quickly through 

starter to advanced searches and demonstrates how, with a little bit of imagination, the possibilities are endless! 

 

There is also a helpful troubleshooting section. 

Pam has always been cognisant of the fact that solid, passive indications are not necessarily realistic with many pet dogs and/
or owners and thus emphasis is placed on active indications whether that be playing with the scented article/toy or eating the 
cheese (other foods are available).  
 
If you are looking for something extra to do to enhance the relationship with your dog, improve some behavioural aspects or 
just have a blast in a non-competitive activity this is the book for you! 
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SHOWING DOGS 
 

GSDL 

Valentine Show 2023 

Sunday 12th February - Judge - Rene Rudin 

Class 1A Minor Puppy Bitch - Short Coat  

 

VP1 Zandamor Ginger - (Reno von Angelius Team x Norma du Val d’Anzin)  

 Breeder/Owner C & H Rice & Docherty  

 Very good type with very good expression, very good bone, good withers, correct front and topline, very good front and rear angulation, showing                                   

powerful movement. 

VP2 Zandamor Gamba - (Reno von Angelius Team x Norma du Val d’Anzin)  

 Breeder C & H Rice & Docherty - Owner S Hutchinson 

 Very good type with good expression, good bone, normal withers with correct topline, very good front and rear angulation, powerful movement. 

 

VP3 Zandamore Gia - (Reno von Angelius Team x Norma du Val d’Anzin)  

 Breeder C & H Rice & Docherty - Owner L McManus 

 Very good type, very good expression, very good front and rear angulation, the croup is a little short, shows very good movement. 

 

Class 1B - Minor Puppy Bitch - Long Coat 

 

VP1  Hazroh Finte - (Jack von Fenrir x Hazroh Dani)  

 Breeder/Owner J and H Doherty 

 Sable female with excellent expression, very good bone, very good topline and excellent front and  rear angles, an extremely nice female. 

Excellent presentation. 

VP2  Cruaghaire Arya - (Jack von Fenrir x Cruaghaire Saphra)  

 Breeder/Owner Mr & Mrs Cuthbert 

 Very good expression, very good bone, the croup is a little short, very good front angulation but the  rear angulation is on the limit, very good 

movement. 

VP3  Fenya vom Springberg - (Quantum v Schonen Rosen x Riska vom Springberg)  

 Breeder J Wozniak - Owner C Lister 

 Very good head and expression with very good bone, normal withers, very good front and rear   angulation, good movement. 

 

Class 2 A - Minor Puppy Dog - Short Coat 

 

VP1 Waarde’s Yankee - (Sasko v d Zenteiche x Jubredo Aura at Waarde)  

 Breeder/Owner G Sheffield 

 Very good type, very good head and expression, slightly stretched, very correct topline, very good  front and rear angulation, very 

good front reach and powerful correct movement. 

 

VP2  Figo vom Springberg - (Quantum v Schonen Rosen x Riska v Springberg)  

 Breeder J Wozniak  - Owner JW & CL Robinson 

 Very good expression, very good type, excellent pigmentation, good bone, correct topline, very good  angulation front and rear, very good 

movement. 

 

VP3 Etchica Oslo - (P’Yanki du Val d’Anzin x Etchica Issi)  

 Breeder/Owner S Etches 

 Very good type, very good expression, very good bone, correct topline, very good front and rear an gulation, very good movement. 

 

VP4 Zandamor Gustavo - (Reno von Angelius Team x Norma du Val d’Anzin)  

 Breeder C & H Rice & Docherty - Owner C Sykes  

 Very good type, very good head, expressive, little stretched, correct topline, very good front and rear  angulation, good fore reach, powerful gait. 

 

P1 Absela River at Casiann - (Sasko von der Zenteiche x Unna v Liedehof)  

 Breeder/Owner A Cave 

 Very good expression, very good pigment, good topline, good front angulation and very good rear  angulation, good movement. 
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Class 2B - Minor Puppy Dog - Long Coat 

No entries 

 

Class 3A - Puppy Bitch - Short Coat 

VP1 Vinni v Marketal - (Tramella Ubak x Elly v Team Panoniansee)  

 Breeder G Verheyen - Owner Rambridge & Sygrove 

 Very good expression, very good proportions, correct topline, very good front and rear angulation, very good correct 

movement. 

VP2 Mascani Shandor - (Sasko v d Zenteiche x Margman Whitney)  

 Breeder M Lakin - Owner C&D McGrath & Boyd 

 Very good type, very expressive, good bone, normal wither, good topline, very good front and rear angulation, very good movement. 

VP3  Mascani Symphoni - (Sasko v d Zenteiche x Margman Whitney)  

 Breeder/Owner M Larkin 

 All Black female, very good expression, very good bone, good correct topline, very good front and rear angulation, very good movement. 

VP4 Madgee Commodore - (Hazroh Zavier x Hazroh Ziva)  

 Breeder J Dryden - Owner L McManus 

 Sable female with very good expression, the upper arm is long but a little steep, the croup is steep,good hind angulation, very good movement.  

VP5 Shernaa Snap - (Sasko von der Zenteiche x Shernaa Akita)  

 Breeder/Owner Prince & Ayling 

 Very good type, very good expression, very good pigment, little stretched, correct topline, good front and rear angulation, very good movement. 

VP6 Belezra Intrigue - (Desjiem van der Herdersfarm x Belezra Glitter)  

 Breeder J & G Ward - Owner J Brazier 

 Very good type, very good expression, very good pigment, good topline, normal withers, the upper arm is a little steep, correct croup, good front and 

rear angulation, very good movement. 

VP7 Suddick Brooke - (Paluka Valco x Gayville Vezpa at Suddick)  

 Breeder B Lumsden - Owner P Ingham & D Marshall  

 Very good type, very good expression, very good pigment, little stretched, good overline, good front and very good rear angulation, good movement 

with powerful rear drive. 

VP8 Delmyfeu Aneka - (Blanik Kyriakos x Bygoly Hunstanton)  

 Breeder/Owner D Evans 

 Very good expression, good topline, the croup is a little short and steep, good front and very good rear angulation, good movement. 

 

Class 3B - Puppy Bitch - Long Coat 

VP1 Yakasimba Alohmora - (Zitan v Repetition x Que Sera Sera X-Men Storm)  

 Breeder/Owner R Landgren 

 Excellent expression, very good type, very good bone, high wither, correct angulation of the front and rear, correct croup, very good movement.  

VP2 Cruaghaire Zintya - (Iolanda Dax at Kidforce x Cruaghaire Jaede)  

 Breeder/Owner Mr & Mrs Cuthbert 

 Very good type, very good pigment, very good bones, correct topline, good angulation of the front and rear, very good movement. 

VP3 Yaeger z Lomeckeho Polesi - (Red Bull ze Stribrneho Kamene x Larra z Lomeckeho Polesi) -  Breeder I Pejsova Hasanova - Owner G Walker 
 Sable female of very good type, very good expression, the upper arm is long but slightly steep, the croup is steep, good rear angulation, very good   
movement.  

VP4 Barwoods Ivy - (Wakematts Tako x Barwoods Hyacinth)  

 Breeder B Benjamin - Owner N & C Hardy 

 Very good expression and pigmentation, normal topline,  good front and very good rear angulation,  good front reach and good hind drive. 

 

Class 4A - Puppy Dog - Short Coat  

VP1 Omar di Casa Maggiore - (Tom di Santa Venere) x Belen di Casa Maggiore)  

 Breeder G Maggiore - Owner H & D Bibby     

 Very good expression, very good head, very good proportions, very correct topline, very good angulation of the front and rear, very correct powerful 
movement. 

 

VP2 Alf v d Erzschmiede - (Jazz v d Mooreiche x Daisy v Demitzer Granit)  

 Breeder M Keller - Owner H Bohnstedt 

 Sable male with very good expression, correct topline, good front and very good rear angulation, very 
well constructed although could have a little            more forward reach. 
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Class 4B - Puppy Dog - Long Coat  

VP1 Mascani Showman - (Sasko v d Zenteiche x Margman Whitney)  

 Breeder/Owner M Lakin 

 Very good male, excellent expressions very good bone, correct topline, very good angulation of the front and rear, powerful correct movement, a 
very nice dog. 

 

Class 5A - Junior Bitch - Short Coat  

SG1 Kleehuegel Florance - (Sasko v d Zenteich x Isabeau v d Zenteiche)  

 Breeder J Hallsworth - Owner L Harvey 

 Very good type, very good head and expression, very good proportions, very good bone, correct topline, very good angulation of the front and 
rear, powerful correct movement. 

SG2 Nikonis Patzi - (Sasko v d Zenteiche x Nikonis Indra)  

 Breeder N Farley - Owner P Cassidy & N Farley  

 Very good type with very good expression, very good pigment, very good bone, normal topline, very good front and rear angulation, very good 
correct movement. 

G1 Fiyah Mersak - (Einstein v Amistad x Vexa Mersak)  

 Breeder R Prokopovic - Owner H & L Loi 

 Bi colour female of good type, good expression, normal topline, slightly steep in the forehand, good  rear angulation, good movement.  

G2 Wanda v d Russhuette - (Apollo v Schloss Solitude x Cocosnuss v Lupus Alpha)  

 Breeder W Russ - Owner CE Wildman 

 All black female of good type, good bones, normal overline, steep in upper arm, good rear angulation, good movement. Extra P1 

 

Class 5B - Junior Bitch - Long Coat 

SG1 Zuma di Casa Massarelli - (Uvo del ‘Alto’ Ofanto x Guarana di Casa Massarelli)  

 Breeder Andrei  Massarelli - Owner Paul/Claire Williams/Starkey 

 Very good type, very good expression, ears are slightly wide set, normal topline with very good angulation of the front and rear, very good  

            movement. 

 

Class 6A - Junior Dog - Short Coat  

SG1 Blerio Bezique @ Mascani - (Jasko v d Zenteiche x Ursula della Flamme Nere)  

 Breeder W Owen & B Newlands - Owner M Lakin 

 Excellent type, excellent expression, very good pigment, absolute correct topline, high wither, very good front and rear angulation, powerful move-
ment.  

SG2 Blerio Anubis - (Kelnik Exose x Hura del Primopineto) - 

 Breeder W & J Owen - Owner S & J Brasher 

 Very good typical male with excellent expression, correct topline, very good front and rear angulation, correct powerful movement, feet could be a 
little tighter. 

SG3 Nikonis Perez - (Sasko v d Zenteiche x Nikonis Indra)  

 Breeder/Owner N Farley 

 Sable male of excellent type with excellent expression, very good bone, high wither, correct topline, the croup is a little short, very good front and 
rear angulation, correct movement. 

SG4 Xano v Klostergarten - (Conbhairrean Vincenzo x Una v Klostergarten)  

 Breeder P Beck - Owner M McAteer & A & A Johnstone 

 Big male, very good expression, very good pigment, high withers, firm back, very good front and rear angulation, the croup is a little steep, very 
good movement. 

SG5 Tyson de la Petite Laeticia - (Nano de la Petite Laeticia x Nicole de la Petite Laeticia)  

 Breeder P Brendan - Owner D Evans 

 Very typical, very good expression, very good head, very good bone, high wither, correct topline, the croup is a little short, very good angulation of 
the front and rear, powerful movement, a little heavy in condition. 
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Class 6B - Junior Dog - Long Coat  

SG1 Samurai Armagedonas - (Asap v Aldamar x Gretel Armagedonas) - 

 Breeder A Napalov - Owner J Taraseviciute 

 Very good type, very good pigment, very good proportions, very good expression, very good topline, very good front and rear angulation, very correct 
powerful movement. Double P1 

 

Class 7A - Yearling Bitch - Short Coat  

SG1 Bailey v Springberg - (Sastor v Huhnegrab x Lorah v Springberg)  

 Breeder J Wozniack - Owner K & C Hoult 

 Excellent type of medium size, excellent expression, very correct proportions, high wither, firm back, very correct topline and croup, very good front and 
rear angulation, powerful correct movement. 

SG2 Mascani Denva - (Antilli Odin x Margin Whitney)  

 Breeder M Lakin - Owner C & D McGrath & Boyd 

 Very good type, very good expression, little stretched in proportions, correct topline, very good front and rear angulation, very good powerful movement. 

G1 Korbach Chilli at Astori - (Catello Huey x Helaka Annah)  

 Breeder L Gammon - Owner SJ, AJ and SE Tyler 

 Sable female with very good expression, good topline, the upper arm is a little steep, very good rear  angulation, 
good movement, correct gait and good presentation. 

 

G2  Vongraf Ultra - (Catello Jet x Amba v Bladedge)  

 Breeder E Noel - Owner K Marston 

 Very good expression, good proportions, good bones good topline, normal angulation front and   rear, good move-
ment. 

 

Class 7B - Yearling Bitch - Long Coat  

SG1 Carmen Cocofield - (Fabio Samochodowa x Emi Samochodowa) - 

 Breeder J Rosenau - Owner B Elgar 

 Excellent type, very good expression, very good proportions, very correct topline, very good angulation of the front and rear, very powerful movement. 

 

Class 8A - Yearling Dog - Short Coat 

No entries 

 

Class 8B - Yearling Dog - Long Coat 

SG1  Blavan v Wanakon - (Grizzly v Herbramer-wald x Cinderella vom Lamarcok)  

 Breeder A Meyer - Owner S Britnell 

 Very good type, excellent expression, good bone, very good balanced proportions, typical head,  

 correct topline, very good front and rear angulation, very powerful and correct movement, excel   lent presentation, a 
very nice dog. 

 

Class 11A - Adult Bitch - Short Coat 

SG1  Samstag Bozita - (Figo v d Werther-Muhle x Samstag Wanda)  

 Breeder S Worley - Owners C & K Hoult 

 Very good type, very good expression, correct topline, the upper arm could be a shade longer, very good rear angulation, good bone, correct powerful 
movement. 

SG2 Gabian Callie - (Pizzarro v Pendler x Gabian Astra)  

 Breeder I&L Bates - Owner M & J Hutchinson 

 Excellent expression very good topline, very good front and rear angulation, very powerful gait  with good forehand reach. 

SG3 Evawell Dusti - (Dieke van T’Groot-Fenn x Norma du Val d’Anzin)  Breeder/Owner B Dutton 

 Very good type, very good expression, very good pigment, very good topline, very good front and rear angulations, the hocks are a little loose, powerful 
gait, very nice female but in a little heavy condition. 
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SG4 Gayvilles Wafa - (Hilton Team Malboro x Gayvilles Panama)  

 Breeder Miss SJ Hall - Owner T Archer 

 Very good type with very good expression, correct topline, very good front and rear angulations, powerful gait but the elbows could be more firm. 

SG5 Hundark Holly Paws - (Gayvilles Picasso x Hundark Alona)  

 Breeder M McAteeer - Owner A & A Johnstone 

 Very good type with very good expression, good pigmentation, slightly stretched, correct topline, very good front and rear angulation, correct power-
ful movement. 

 SG6 Gayvilles Wafa - (Hilton Team Malboro x Gayvilles Panama)  

 Breeder Miss S Hall - Owner J Thornton 

 Very good expression, very good topline, slightly stretched, very good angulations with very powerful movement, well constructed female who did 
not perform so well today. 

 

Class 11B - Adult Bitch - Long Coat 

SG1 Marinita Evanna - (Gavin v Hasenborn x Marinita Rubette)  

 Breeder/Owner AS & M Guy 

 Very good expression, good bone, correct topline, slightly stretched, very good front and rear angulation, very good powerful movement. 

SG2 Hausruma Aurora - (Dingoj di Casa Mary x Giantlands Pretoria v Hausruma)  

 Breeder/Owner S Shaikh 

 Very good type with very good expression, good topline, very good front and rear angulation, powerful gait but the elbows are slightly loose. 

SG3 Cruaghaire Qiwi - (Hazroh Zavier x Cruaghaire Catoria)  

 Breeder/Owner Mr & Mrs Cuthbert 

 Very good type with very good expression, very good pigmentation, normal wither, the upper arm is a little steep and the croup could be a little long-
er, good angulation in the front and very good in the rear, good movement but could have a little more forward reach. 

 

Class 12A - Adult Dog - Short Coat 

SG1 Dorsey of Jonimay - (Dieke van T’Groot-Fenn x Norma du Val d’Anzin)  

 Breeder B Dutton - Owner T & L Hannan 

 Excellent expression, excellent head, correct topline, good bone, the croup is a shade short, very good angulation of the front and rear, powerful 
correct movement. 

SG2 Reno de la  Petite Laeticia - (Nero v Ghattas x Nivess de la Petite Laeticia)  

 Breeder P Breinlen - Owner M Davies 

 Medium size male of very good type, slightly stretched, high wither, firm back, the croup is a little short, very good front and rear angulation, powerful 
movement.  

SG3 Wakemats Morty at Starkwill - (Jumbo Mater Domini x Wakematts Jamaica)  

 Breeder M Wakefield - Owner P & C Williams/Starkey 

 Very good type, very good expression, good proportions, normal wither, firm back, correct topline and croup, very good angulation front and rear, 
powerful movement. 

SG4 Ylanris Dreamboat - (Lararth Vegas x Iris Sidereus Canis)  

 Breeder/Owner R Gaffin 

 Slightly stretched male with very good topline, the upper arm is a little short and steep, very good rear angulation, correct powerful movement. 

 

Class 12B - Adult Dog - Long Coat 

SG1 Paluka Valco - (Kampus v Drei Birkenzwinger x Paula Paris)  

 Breeder P Ingham - Owner P Ingham & D Marshall 

 Very good type with very good expression and pigmentation, correct front, absolutely correct topline,  very good bone, very good angulation of the 
front and rear, powerful correct movement, a very nice  male. 

SG2 Pendledene Reno from Redwoodlands - (Veneze Torro x Ester v Graurotten Granit v Pendledene) 
 Breeder C Lang - Owner S Cartwright 

 Very good expression very good bone, very good pigmentation, correct topline, correct front, very 
  good front and rear angulation, powerful correct movement. 
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SG3 Zandamor Dax - (Kik Crvenie Mayestoso x Zandamor Cora)  

 Breeder C&H Rice/Docherty - Owner L Towning 

 Very good type with good expression, very good head, high wither, correct topline, the croup is a little steep, correct angulation of the front and rear, 
could use a little more power in the movement. 

U Gerald Sfora Kwasniewskiego - (Marko Zlotnicki Grod x Atena Sfora Kwasniewskiego) - Breeder S  Kwasniewskiego - Owner - M & P Rutkowska 

 

Class 13A - Working Adult Bitch - Short Coat 

V1 Zazou v Steffan Haus - (Tramella Ubak x Sarina v d Noriswand)  

 Breeder B Hoenig - Owner R Rambridge & K Sygrove 

 Excellent type, with very good expression, very good bone, very correct topline, very good angulation front and rear, very 
powerful correct movement. 

V2 Conbhairean Xamira - (Dingo di Casa Mary x Ghanna v Trompetersprung)  

 Breeder H MacDonald & D Greer - Owner M Azan & H MacDonald 

 Medium size female with very good expression, very good pigment, good bone, correct topline, the upper arm is of good length but a little steep, very 
good rear angulation, powerful gait. 

G1 Kala v Weinbergblick - (Miro v d alten Schmiede x Penny v Weinbergblick)  

 Breeder J Muehllechner - Owner V Langer 

 Grey female with very good expression, normal topline, good angulation in the front and rear, correct  gait, good movement. 

 

Class 13B - Working Adult Bitch - Long Coat 

V1 Brineack Isha v Marinita - (Ian v Kleinen Zauberberg x Ardenburg Raubta mit Brineack)  

 Breeder A & K Hall - Owner AS & M Guy 

 Very good type, very good expression, good head, very good bone, correct front and topline, very good front and rear angulation, the croup is a little 
steep, very good powerful correct movement. 

V2 Que Sera Sera X-Men Storm - (Fantom Team Ulmental x Que Sera Sera Slipknot)  

 Breeder Jonsson - Owner R Landgren 

 Very good expression very good bones, correct topline, correct in front, very good front and rear angulations, very good movement, not performing 
quite so well today, could have used more extension in the front. 

Class 14A - Working Adult Dog - Short Coat 

V1 Tramella Ubak - (Team Marlboro Hilton x Tramella Noodle)  

 Breeder/Owner R Cambridge & K Sygrove 

 Very good expression, very good proportions, very good bone, excellent topline, correct front, very angulation front and rear, the elbows are a little 
loose, very powerful correct movement. 

V2 Conbhairean Vincenzo - (Conbhairean Quizz x Leonarda v Bad-Boll)  

 Breeder H MacDonald & D Greer - Owner MacDonal/Greer & Kelty 

 Very good expression, very good head, very good proportions, correct front, long upperam, correct topline, the croup is a shade short and steep, very 
good front and rear angulation, powerful correct movement. 

V3 Absela Monty at Corjon - (Tito v Finkenschlag x Inca v d Templehoeve)  

 Breeder P Abbs - Owner JW & CL Robinson  

 Very good head and expression, very good bone, high wither, very good front and rear angulation, very good croup, powerful gait but tends to show a 
slightly raised back on the move. 

SG1 Hundenkraft Quartz - (Oscar v Haus Targa x Wolfserbe Cora)  

 Breeder R Harrison - OwnerA Jackson 

 Grey male of good type, very good pigment, good bones, normal topline, normal angulation to the front 
and rear, good movement, compliments to the handler on the presentation of the dog. 

Class 14B - Working Adult Dog - Long Coat 

V1 Kuba v Polarstern (Groovy di Casa Massarelli x Coco v Polarstern)  

 Breeder H Geisen - Owner C Eastwood/, A Reilly & N Bainbridge 

 Excellent high quality male with very good expression, very good bone, correct front, correct topline, 
 very good angulation to the front and rear, very powerful correct movement. 

 

 

Junior Handling 6 - 11 years 

1 Hailey Olianka (9)  

2 Alexa Cowan (11) 

3 Evelyn Hardy (9) 

4 Grace Halliwell (11) 

Junior Handling 12-16 years 

1 Connie May Douglas 
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BGSDTC Regional Show – Oktober Dogfest – 8th October 2022 

 
It was my great pleasure to judge this show on the Saturday of what was a great weekend along with my colleague from Germany Herr Jochen 

Prall who judged Sunday.  It was a super entry in both quality and numbers which was great to see.    My sincere thanks to this long-established 

club for the kind invitation and to the exhibitors for their support and acceptance of my placings.  Also, many thanks to the photographers for the 

photographs, they are much appreciated.  My critiques are for first three dogs in each class only. 

 

6-9 months females stock coat 

 

VV1 - Vinnie v Marketal 

 

Just 6 months, black and gold female of absolute quality, over medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched proportions.  Very well-formed head 

with very good expression.  A good length of neck (lacking in many these days), correct long wither, firm correct back into a slightly short but well 

angled croup.  She has good fore and very good rear angulations.  Correct underline.  Stands correct in front.  Going is ok for age and coming is 

correct.  In movement, when she settled, she demonstrates a very fluent and harmonious gate for one so young, holding a correct outline and 

displaying very good reach and drive.  A very promising and impressive female for her young age. 

 

 

 

VV2 – Neufestungs Gemini 

 

8 months, medium size, medium strength of very nice type with slightly stretched proportions.  Good head where the eye is matching.  Neck is 

slightly short.  Normal wither into firm correct back and slightly steep croup.  Very good fore and rear angulation.  Stands correct in front. Moving 

away she is praiseworthy firm and very sound, coming is also good.  Moving, she shows very good hind drive but was dropping a little on forehand 

and then slightly raising in the back due to this. Still a very promising female and hopefully with further training can address the above issues. 

 

VV3 – Lornstones Myrthill 

 

7 months black and gold female, over medium size, medium strong, good head where the eyes could be a shade darker, her right ear must be 

firmer.  Good length of neck, normal wither, in stance she tends to peak in the back which runs into a short steep croup. Upper arm must be longer 

and more angulated, very good underline, on the limits of too much hind angulation, stands correct. Going and coming she is ok for age.  Moving 

she shows good drive with sufficient reach which improved when she settled.  Hopefully with development and further training can address some 

of the points above. 

 

6-9 months female LSH 

 

VV1 – Cruaghaire Zintya 

 

Just 6 months LSH female of excellent type, medium size and medium strong with excellent pigmentation and correct height to length proportions.  

Very good head and expression with good dark eyes.  Good length of neck, high long wither, firm correct back and well-placed croup. Good fore 

and very good rear angulation.  Stands slightly narrow in front. Ok going away and slightly narrow coming.  Walking she shows a beautiful outline 

with very good hind drive and reach and when asked to extend did so easily, holding her outline at all speeds.  A very promising young girl for the 

future all being well.   
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VV2 – Yakasimba Alohohora 

 

7 Months LSH female of absolute correct medium size and strength with excellent pigmentation.  Slightly compact proportions.  Well-formed head 

with good dark eyes and well-placed ears. Good neck, correct wither, short firm back with short and steep croup. Good fore angulation where 

the upper arm can be more angulated.  On the limits of rear angulation and depth so care must be taken.  Pasterns can also be a little firmer.  

Stands correct.  Going is a little close and coming is puppy loose in elbows which should hopefully firm in time.  When she settles, she shows good 

hind drive, but the fore reach must be freer.  This female lacked a little in show training and I’m sure this will improve with maturity. 

 

VV3 – Aimswood Aida 

 

7 months LSH female, over medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched proportions.  Very good pigmentation.  She has a very well-formed head 

with good expression, dark eyes, and well-placed firm ears.  Normal wither, slightly flat backline into ok croup.  Good underline.  Good fore and 

rear angulation.  Stands ok, going and coming is ok.  Walking shows sufficient drive with good reach.  She would greatly benefit from further ring 

training. 

 

6-9 months males stock coat 

 

VV1 – Omar di casa Maggiore 

 

7 months black and rich gold male, medium size, and strength of lovely correct type and in super well-muscled condition albeit maybe slightly 

lacking in coat.  Very good head and expression with lovely dark eye and good firm ears.  He has a good length of neck into a lovely clean over-

line with a correct firm long wither, firm correct back into a slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good rear angulation, very good underline. 

Pasterns must firm a little.  Stands absolutely correct in front.  Going away is a little close, coming is correct.  Moves with very good reach and drive 

and absolute balance, maintaining his outline at all speeds.  Slight hook in tail detracts a little when moving but a real quality puppy who with 

maturity and all being equal should develop into a top adult. 

 

 

 

 

VV2 – Corjon Pablo at Gayville’s 

 

6 months, black and rich gold quality male.  Absolute medium size and strength but with strong bones for his medium size.  Strong masculine head 

where the lips are somewhat loose, good dark eye but the ears must be much firmer.  Good neck, flowing clean topline, from a high wither into 

firm correct back and good croup.  Good fore angulation, rear angulation a little too much at this stage and needs to firm in hocks.  Elbows are 

firm. Moving he displays a super outline with good reach and drive.  He is a quality puppy and if he firms in ears and rear quarters, which I hope he 

does, he will have a very bright future indeed. 

 

VV3 – Neufestungs Leo 

 

8 months, large and strong male with excellent pigmentation, correct height to length proportions. Well-formed masculine head with somewhat 

light eyes.  Good wither, firm back, and croup of good length but slightly steep. Very good fore and rear angulation, with a very good underline.  

Moves sound and true going and coming.  Displays very good hind drive and when he settled, very good fore reach but unfortunately on the day 

he wasn’t as happy as I would like which cost him, but I am sure this was just an off day for this very promising puppy. 

6-9 months males LSH 

VV1 – Mascani Showman 

 

6 months all black male with excellent pigmentation, slightly stretched proportions, medium size, and strength.  Good head and 

expression, with lovely dark eyes and firm correct ears.  Normal wither, firm back into a slightly short and steep croup. Good fore 

and very good rear angulation with very good underline.  Stands slightly east west in front.  Going and coming is ok.  Moves with 

good hind drive where the fore reach could be slightly better.  He tends to lift his front legs a little too high when moving, hopefully 

this will improve with training and maturity. 
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9-12 females stock coat 

VV1 – Von Armen Milo 

 

9 months female of beautiful breed type, over medium size and medium strong in excellent condition.   Correct height to length proportions and 

excellent pigmentation.  Very good head with good dark eye and mask, the ears are slightly long but firm.  High wither, firm back into a croup 

which is slightly short and slightly steep.  Stands correct.  Very good fore and rear angulation with a very good underline.  Going away she is very 

slightly wide, coming is ok.  She displays very good movement with very good reach and effective hind drive.  Being hyper critical, just occasion-

ally she raises a little in the back when moving so please take care for this in future.  A very promising puppy indeed with the right development 

should have a very bright future. 

 

 

 

 

VV2 – Rafaye Snow Crystal 

 

9 months female of very nice type, over medium size, and strength with correct height to length proportions.  Very good well-formed head where 

the eye can be a shade darker.  High wither, correct firm back and well-placed croup.  Good fore angulation where the long upper arm could 

be a little more angulated, on the limits of rear angulation, very good underline.  Stands correct in front. Going and coming is ok.  Moving she 

displays a powerful movement but runs a little on her hocks with very good fore reach.  A quality puppy and with correct development another 

with a bright future. 

VV3 – Nikonis Prya 

10 months female with excellent pigmentation.  Medium size and strength with slightly stretched proportions.  Very good well-formed head with 

good dark mask and correct firm ears.  Eyes match surrounding colour.  Slightly short in neck with normal wither, firm back, short steep croup.  

Good fore and very good rear angulation with correct underline.  Stands absolutely correct in front.  Going and coming is ok.  Slight twist in tail 

detracts from otherwise very good outline.  Moving she tried just a little too hard but when she settled, she showed good reach and drive. 

 

9-12 males stock coat 

VV1 – Finleric Lugo 

 

9 months, large, strong, and masculine male of very nice type.  Good height to length proportions when checked as he has a lot of hair under-

neath that gave a deeper illusion to start with. Strong and masculine head for age, where the ears are slightly wide set but firm.  Normal wither, 

firm back into a well-placed croup.  Good fore and rear angulation, pasterns could be a tiny bit firmer.  Sound going away and ok coming.  He 

moves with very effective rear drive and good forward reach displaying a correct clean outline at all speeds.  He presented himself very well in 

the ring and was a worthy winner. 
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VV2 – Von Armen Moses 

 

10 months large and medium strong male with correct proportions of very nice type, excellent pigmentation.  The head is ok, but 

the stop can be slightly more defined and the muzzle a shade stronger.  Good length of neck into a clean overline where the 

wither is high, the back firm and the croup is well placed.  Good fore and very good rear angulation. Good underline.  Stands cor-

rect.  Going is slightly wide and coming is almost correct.  When settled he moved with much power and enthusiasm displaying 

effective hind drive and reach. 

 

VV3 – Mascani Black Sabbath 

 

11 months all black male of very nice type, correct height to length proportions, over medium size and medium strong.  Very good 

head with good expression, lovely dark eyes, and strong well-placed ears.  High wither, firm back into slightly steep croup.  Good 

fore and very good hind angulation. Stands correct, going slightly close, elbows can be firmer coming. Moving he shows very 

good effective hind drive with good reach where he steps very slightly high in front in movement.   

 

9-12 males LSH 

VV1 – Baron v d Zenteiche 

10 months large medium strong male, slightly deep in proportions at this age. Very good head, masculine with dark eyes and firm 

well placed ears.  Slightly short in neck, normal wither, firm back into a short and steep croup.  Good fore and very good rear an-

gulation.  Stands straight in front but pasterns must firm more.  Going he is close and coming is ok.  When he moves, unfortunately, 

he tends to pace and didn’t display as much drive and reach as I hoped.  Clearly, he would benefit from more ring training and a 

little more enthusiasm in the ring which I hope comes with continued development. 

 

 

12-18 females stock coat 

SG1 – Kleehuegel Evita 

16 months, large strong and substantial but still feminine female of beautiful breed type and of absolute top quality.  Excellent pigmentation.  Cor-

rect well-formed beautiful expressive head with lovely dark mask, matching eyes and correct well placed ears. Correct firm wither, firm correct 

back into a well-placed croup of good length.  Very good fore and rear angulation.  Super over and underlines. Stands absolutely correct with 

clean front lines.  Going and coming is ok.  Moves with very effective drive from the rear and far reaching, maintaining a balanced and correct 

clean and classic outline at all phases of movement.  A very impressive young female that I hope will go on to have a bright future.  One I will cer-

tainly follow with interest and that I would be more than happy to have in my home. 

 

 

SG2 – Jetta v Huhnegrab 

14 months, large, medium strong female with excellent pigmentation.  Correct height to length proportions.  Lovely well-formed head, good ex-

pression and with good dark mask. High wither, firm correct back into a slightly short but well-placed croup.  Good fore and very good rear angu-

lation with good underline.  Stands correct in front. Going away she is slightly close, coming is ok.  Moves with very good hind drive and forward 

reach.  Another high-quality female in this super class. 

 

SG3 – Kleehuegel Electra 

16 months, large, medium strong, slightly stretched, paling black and gold female of lovely breed type.  Very strong head where the mask could 

be better, good dark eyes and good ears, slightly loose in lips. Good length of neck, high wither, firm back into well placed croup.  Good fore with 

very good rear angulation, good underline.  Stands correct in front.  Going and coming is almost ok.  She moves with much power giving her very 

good rear propulsion but occasionally drops her head a little too much causing the back to rise.  Something to take care with in future but still a 

super breeding female for any kennel and one who will undoubtedly produce on, all being well. 
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912 – 18 females LSH 

 

SG1 – Berra v Springberg 

Absolutely medium size and strength with a lot of hair even for a LSH, which gave an allusion of deepness in stance, which she isn’t.  Slight-

ly compact in her proportions.  Beautiful and very well-formed attractive head with very good expression, dark mask and eyes, firm well 

placed ears.  High wither, firm correct back into slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Good fore and very good rear angulation.  Stands 

absolutely correct in front.  Going and coming is ok.  Moves with much harmony displaying very powerful rear drive and very good reach, 

holding correct outline at all speeds.  A very impressive female and one to watch for the future. 

 

 

 

SG2 – Carmen Cocofield 

13 months, over medium size, medium strong of nice type.  Stands slightly rounded in the backline.  Good head with good expression, 

eyes can be a shade darker.  Normal wither, firm back into slightly short and steep croup.  Very good fore and rear angulation, slightly 

short underline.  Stands correct in front.  Going is a little close, coming is ok.    Moving she shows good drive and reach but tends to peak 

in the back.  Unfortunately, she was not in the greatest of coat conditions today and a little too thin.   

 

12-18 months male stock coat 

 

SG1 – Lugo v Huhnegrab 

14 months male, over medium size, medium strong of excellent type with very good pigmentation.  Very good well-formed correct GSD 

head for age and very good expression with dark mask and eye, well-placed ears.  Correct firm wither, firm back into well placed but 

slightly short croup.  Good fore and very good rear angulation, underline is ok.  Going and coming is ok.  Stands correct.  Moves with very 

good effective hind drive, the fore reach can be a little freer, but he maintains his correct outline at all speeds.  A very nice dog indeed 

with a lot of positive qualities and with continued development and further training, a promising future. 

 

SG2 – Blerio Bezique @ Mascani 

14 months over medium size, medium strong male of stretched proportions with excellent pigmentation.  Good head where I would like a 

slightly stronger muzzle.  Dark eyes, well placed firm ears.  Good length of neck, normal wither, firm correct back into a slightly steep 

croup of good length.  Good fore and very good rear angulation with good underline. Stands ok.  Going and coming is 

ok.  When moving he shows very good hind drive and reach holding a good outline. 

 

SG3 – Blerio Anubis 

15 months black and gold male, very large, strong male of good proportions.  Strong and very masculine head, the eyes 

are somewhat round and the lips loose, good ears.  Normal wither, firm back into a croup of good length but slightly 

steep.  The upper arm should have more angulation, very good rear angulation.  Ok underline and stands almost ok in 

front.  Going is ok and coming the elbows must be firmer.  He moves with powerful drive and good forward reach.  Tends 

to drop his wither at times when moving. 

 

No LSH 

18-24 month females stock coat 

 

SG1 – Hundark Holly Paws 

21 months large strong female, substantial but still feminine of excellent type.  Correct height to length proportions.  Strong well-formed 

head with very good expression, good dark eyes and good mask, slightly large ears.  Correct wither, firm back into a slightly steep croup 

of good length.  Very good fore and rear angulation with good underline.  Stands correct in front, absolutely correct and sound going 

and coming.  Moves with very powerful and very effective hind drive and good fore reach.  When she is focused and using her ears, she 

displays a beautiful picture maintaining her outline at all speeds.  A lovely breeding female. 
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SG2 – Mascani Denva 

18 months female, over medium size, medium strong of very nice type with excellent pigmentation.  Very good well-formed head with 

good expression, dark eye, dark mask, well-placed firm ears.  Good wither, firm back into well-placed croup.  The upper arm should be 

a little longer and more angulated, very good rear angulation, good underline.  Correct coming and going.  Moves with good drive 

and very good forward reach maintaining her outline at all speeds. 

 

SG3 – Mascani Saskia 

17 months, over medium size, medium strong female, paling back and gold.  Good head and expression, mask and eyes could be a 

shade darker eye, well placed firm ears.  Good length of neck into normal wither, firm back, and short slightly steep croup.  Upper arm 

should be more angulated, very good rear angulation.  Underline is slightly tucked.  Going is ok, coming the elbows must be firmer, 

stands correct in front.  When settled she showed a powerful and very dynamic gate.  She needs a little more body development at this 

age, which I hope will come with further maturity, 

 

18-24 months females LSH 

 

SG1 – Hausruma Aurora 

18 months LSH female, over medium size, medium strong, lovely type and presented in top condition.  Excellent pigmentation.  Correct 

height to length proportions but her extensive coat length gives the illusion of being slightly deep which she is not.  Excellent well-formed 

head with very good expression, eyes are ok but preferably one shade darker, good mask and well-placed firm ears.  Displaying a very 

clean classic overline in stance.  Correct wither into firm back and well-placed croup.  Very good fore and rear angulation.  Going 

away a little close and coming the elbows must be slightly firmer.  Stands slightly east west.  Moves with powerful and very effective hind 

thrust and matching fore reach, holding a correct outline at all speeds and presenting a super picture.  A real top-quality female in-

deed. 

 

 

 

SG2 – Cruaghaire Wrizo 

22 months LSH sable female of beautiful type and with excellent pigmentation, large, medium strong with correct height to length pro-

portions. Lovely strong well-formed but still feminine head, very good mask, dark eyes, ears could be slightly firmer.  Good length of neck 

into high firm wither, firm back into a croup which is slightly steep but of good length.  Very good fore and rear angulation and correct 

underline.  Going and coming is ok, stands correct in front.  Moves with very good effective hind drive and good fore reach when set-

tled.  Just occasionally she can be a little bit upright in her movement but nevertheless a top-quality female. 

 

SG3 – Marinita Hallie 

22 months LSH female, over medium size and medium strong.  Good pigment.  Head is not typical with the muzzle being too short, good 

dark eyes, firm ears. Good wither, correct firm back into well placed croup.  Good fore and very good rear angulation.  Ok going, el-

bows must be firmer coming.  Stands almost correct in front.  Moving with good drive and reach but tends to drop on the forehand 

when asked to move at speed spoiling her outline.  Not sure she was quite herself today. 
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 18-24 Males stock coat 

 

SG1 – Reno de la Petite Laeticia 

 

23 months male of excellent breed type, over medium size, medium strong, correct height to length proportions, excellent pigmentation.  He has a 

strong masculine very well-formed correct GSD head with good mask, dark eyes, and firm well placed ears.  Good length of neck into a high long firm 

wither, firm correct back into slightly steep croup of good length. He has very good fore and rear angulation with a very good underline.  Stands abso-

lute correct in front with clean bones.  Absolutely sound coming and going.  When settled, he showed powerful and effective hind drive with matching 

forward reach His movement is very fluent, balanced, and harmonious at all speeds.  A real top-quality dog and a male I liked very much.  I wish the 

very best to the owners for a very promising future which I will follow with interest.  A very useful and medium sized stud dog for the UK with the current 

climate of excessive everything. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SG2 – Bygoly Willis 

 

21 months very large and very strong male for this age.  Slightly compact proportions. His head is not typical being course with loose lips, good dark 

eyes, and mask.  High wither, firm back into a short and steep croup.  Good fore and very good rear angulation with slightly short underline.  Stands 

somewhat narrow and with his feet east west.  Going is slightly close and coming the elbows are loose.  A big powerful male who when settled dis-

played a very powerful and dynamic gate but the picture is spoilt by his looseness in ligaments and his ears which must be firmer at this age. 

 

18-24 month males LSH 

 

SG1 – Blavon v Wanakon 

 

19 months sable male, large, medium strong, good height to length proportions. Good well-formed head with dark mask, eyes must be darker.  Normal 

wither, firm back into a short and slightly steep croup.  Good fore and very good hind angulation with good underline.  Stands not quite correct in 

front.  Going away is close, coming is a little narrow and elbows must be firmer.  Moves with sufficient drive and reach but tends to pace.  Would bene-

fit from further training. 

 

 

 

SG2 – Pendledene Reno from Redwoodlands 

23 months, very large, strong, substantial male of good proportions and good pigmentation. Strong, very masculine head with good expression and 

dark eyes.  High wither, firm back into good croup.  Stands very narrow in front and front lines could be somewhat cleaner.  Going is ok, coming is as 

expected being very narrow in front. Moves with very good hind drive and forward reach. 
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Adult female stock coat 

 

SG1 – Evawell Dusti 

 

Almost 2 years, large, strong, substantial, strikingly attractive female.  Excellent pigmentation.  Very strong head, dark mask and eyes, well 

placed firm ears.  Wouldn’t want the head any stronger as she is on limits of femininity.  Correct height to length proportions.  High wither, 

firm correct back into good croup.  Very good fore and rear angulation with excellent underline.  Stands absolutely correct in front, go-

ing is slightly close, coming is ok.  When she moves, she displays a powerful dynamic side gait with excellent hind thrust and free forward 

reach.  A female that any kennel would be delighted to have in their kennel for breeding. 

 

 

 

SG2 – Billie v Huhnegrab 

 

Almost 2 years, very nice type, large medium strong female with excellent pigmentation.  Lovely feminine head with dark mask, eyes, 

well-placed firm ears.  Very good length of neck, high long wither, firm correct back into well placed croup.  Good fore and very good 

rear angulation with very good underline. Stands correct in front, coming and going is ok.  She displays a very balanced, dynamic, har-

monious movement which enabled her to gain a place from her original starting position.   

 

SG3 – Samstag Bozita 

 

4 years, over medium size, medium strong female of excellent breed type.  Very good height to length proportions, excellent pigmenta-

tion and presented in super condition.  Very good well-formed head and good expression, dark eyes.  Good length of neck into high 

wither, firm back into well placed croup.  Good fore and rear angulation with good underline.  Going and coming is ok.  Moves well with 

powerful and dynamic drive and reach, holding a super outline.  Unfortunately, this was not consistent through the class which cost her a 

place. However, she makes up a top trio of females of the highest quality indeed. 

 

Adult female LSH 

SG1 – Marinita Evana 

 

4 years LSH female, large, strong, robust female who was losing her coat badly on the day.  Good proportions.  Strong head, eyes and 

mask are sufficient.  Good wither, firm back into slightly short but well-placed croup.  Very good fore and rear angulation.  She is ok go-

ing and almost correct coming.  She moves with very good hind drive and reach and is very dynamic but tends to lift the front legs a little 

higher that she should.  Still a very good female. 
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SG2 – Jemalsheva Bloom of Santarsa 

 

5 years, very large, strong, and substantial LSH female.  Good head where the eyes are somewhat rounded and must be darker.  Good pigmenta-

tion otherwise.  High wither into firm back and slightly steep croup of good length.  Good fore and very good rear angulation.  Going and coming is 

ok.  Moves with powerful hind drive and free reach.   

 

SG3 – Opium Adi 

 

Just 2 years LSH female, medium size, medium strength with very good pigmentation.  Good head and expression.  Slightly flat wither into slightly 

raised back in stance and with a short steep croup.  Very good fore angulation, good rear angulation where the second thigh is somewhat short, 

underline is slightly tucked.   Going away she is close, coming is narrow.  She moves with very good drive, but the fore reach can be a little freer.  

 

Adult Male stock coat 

 

SG1 – Kelnik Exose 

 

Almost 3 years, over medium size, and strength male, stretched proportions, excellent pigmentation and presented in top condition.  Very good well-

formed masculine head with very good expression, dark eyes and mask, well-placed firm ears.  High wither, firm correct back into a well-placed 

croup of good length.  Very good fore and hind angulation, good underline. Going and coming is correct.  He moves with excellent hind drive and 

free reach, always displaying a balanced and harmonious side gate. Maintains his correct outline at all phases of movement.  A male I have ad-

mired greatly from a puppy and was delighted to have the opportunity to judge him, he did not disappoint. 

 

 

 

SG2 – Dorsey of Jonimay 

Just 2 years very large, very strong and powerfully built male.  Excellent proportions and pigmentation. Very strong masculine head which is a little 

course with loose lips. Good reach of neck, good wither, firm back into a slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Upper arm can be more angulated, 

very good hind angulation with good underline.  Stands correct in front.  Going is ok, coming is almost ok.  He moves with just a little too much enthu-

siasm at times which spoils the overall picture.  He has very good drive and forward reach. 

 

SG3 – Wakematts Morty 

3 years, just over medium size, and medium strong male with excellent pigmentation, presented in super condition.  Very nice type.  Good head with 

good expression, eyes very slightly round but nice and dark, firm well placed ears.  Good wither, firm back into well placed croup.  Very good fore 

and rear angulation with good underline. Stands very slightly east west and with long toes.  Going is ok, elbows must be firmer coming.   Moving he 

demonstrated a very balanced and harmonious side gate with effective rear drive and good reach.  A nice male. 

Adult male LSH 

 

SG1 – Paluka Valco 

2 ½ years, large, strong, substantial LSH male of excellent type and pigmentation.  Beautiful well-formed masculine head with lovely expression, dark 

mask, eyes, and well-placed firm ears.   Normal wither into a firm back and croup of good length and lay.  Very good fore and rear angulation with 

correct underline.  Stands almost correct in front.  Going is correct, coming is not quite correct and elbows can be firmer.  When moving he displays a 

very dynamic and powerful free flowing side gate with excellent hind drive and free forward reach.  A real top-quality LSH male in any country. 
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SG2 – Shaneva Alarik 

6 years, over medium size and medium strong LSH male, not in the best coat condition on the day with his outer coat looking somewhat brown.  

Slightly stretched proportions.  Good head with good expression.  High wither, firm correct back into well placed croup of good length.  Very 

good fore and rear angulation, stands correct.  Going is ok, coming is somewhat narrow.  He moves with excellent hind drive and very good 

reach, maintaining his outline at all speeds.  Despite the coat condition on the day, still a top-quality male. 

 

Working female LSH 

 

V1 – No 85 – Not in catalogue – Don’t have name. 

IGP1, KKL - 4 years LSH female, large, medium strong, somewhat deep in proportions, good head with good mask and dark eyes.  Slightly short 

neck, normal wither, firm back into well placed croup.  Very good fore and rear angulation.  Stands east west.  She is slightly close going and 

coming, elbows must be firmer. She moves with balance and shows sufficient reach and drive.  Shown in somewhat heavy condition today.  

 

 

 

SG1 – Hohenburg Edna 

IGP1 – Over 3 ½ years, all black LSH female, just medium size, medium strength, slightly compact proportions.  Good expression with good dark 

eye, muzzle must be slightly stronger and stop more defined.  Good length of neck into normal wither, firm back into short steep croup.  Good 

fore and very good rear angulation, slightly short and tucked up underline.  Stands almost correct in front.  Correct going and coming.  Moves 

with sufficient drive and balanced forward reach maintaining her outline. Displayed exemplary off lead with her owner.  Could not be consid-

ered for higher than SG grading due to her age and not yet having her Körung. 

 

Working Male LSH 

 

V1 – Kuba v Polarstern 

IGP3, KKL Lbz, 5 ½ years, large, strong, robustly built LSH male of compact proportions.  Very masculine, well-formed head with very good ex-

pression, dark eyes, firm ears.  Somewhat short neck into high wither, firm back, slightly short and steep croup.  Good fore and very good rear 

angulation.  Stands correct in front.  Moving slightly close away, ok coming.  Moves with a very powerful, dynamic gate, showing very good 

reach and drive which is balanced and very harmonious.  An impressive LSH male. 

 

 

Working Female stock coat 

 

V1 – Naike di Casa Mary 

 

IGP 2, KKL Lbz, 4 years beautiful type of female of medium size but strong and robust with strong clean bones, slightly stretched proportions.  

Presented in excellent condition and with excellent pigmentation.  Beautiful well-formed and expressive correct GSD head with good mask, 

dark eyes, well-placed firm ears.  Correct wither into firm correct back and well-placed croup of good length.  Very good fore and rear angu-

lation with correct underline.  Going and coming is correct and very sound.  She moves at all speeds with a dynamic balanced and harmoni-

ous movement, showing a fleeting free flowing gate with powerful hind thrust and free forward reach.  A real top-quality female in any country.  
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V2 – Noblesse v Bad-Boll 

 

IGP1, KKL, 3 years, large, strong female of excellent type, paling black and gold. Correct height to length proportions. Beautiful well-formed 

strong, but still feminine, head, lovely dark mask, dark eyes, well placed firm ears.  Very good expression. Normal wither, firm correct back into 

slightly short but well-placed croup.  Good fore and very good rear angulation, good underline.  Correct coming and going.  Moving, she dis-

plays a powerful and dynamic gate with excellent hind drive and very good reach, holding a correct outline at all speeds.  A super quality 

breeding female.   

 

V3 – Paluka Thalia 

 

4 years female, large, medium strong of very nice type, excellent pigmentation.  Very well-formed expressive head, dark mask and eyes, well 

placed firm ears.  Good wither, firm back into well placed croup of good length.  Good fore and very good rear angulation, very good under-

line.  Moves slightly close going and coming.  Displays very good hind thrust where the reach could be a little freer but is balanced.  Maintains 

her outline at all speeds.  This female makes up a trio of real quality working females and I was honoured to have the opportunity to judge 

them. 

 

Working Male stock coat 

 

V1 – Tom di Santa Venere 

 

6 ½ years, large, medium strong male of athletic build.  Presented in top fitness condition although a little out of coat on the day but this did 

not detract from his overall quality.  Strong and masculine well-formed head, good dark eyes, well placed firm ears.  Excellent reach of neck, 

high long wither, firm correct back into a well-placed croup of good length.  Good fore and very good rear angulation, very good underline.  

Stands correct but pasterns could be a little firmer when moving.  Going is correct, coming is almost correct.  He moves with a very powerful 

dynamic side gate showing excellent hind thrust and balanced reach.  I was very impressed with Tom and for his age, I must comment that his 

firmness and power was excellent.  Congratulations to his holders/trainers who informed me after the show that he was soon heading off to 

Jamaica.  I wish Tom and his new owners the very best of wishes for the future.  

 

 

 

Heather Macdonald – SV International Judge 
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 Club / Group Secretary Name Contact No E-mail 

 

 British GSD Training Club Ann Weeks 01744 810100 ann.weeks46@gmail.com  

 

 GSD Training club of Crowan (Cornwall) John Ward 01209 831221  john@johndavidw.plus.com 

 

 GSD League of GB Carole Lister 01630 638540 Carolelister21@gmail.com 

 

 The National Long Coat Club of GB Laura Jayne Ferguson   Laura9890@hotmail.com 

 
 Midland Regional  Group 
  

Maureen Lakin 01283 733333 mascani@outlook.com 

 

 North West GSD Group Debra Richardson   debgazclo@gmail.com 

 
Scottish Progressive Group 
  

Susan Cuthbert 
07591451520 
01592 720297 

cruaghaire@hotmail.com 

 

 Southern GSD Group  Carol Eastwood 07818683556 antilligsd@aol.com 

 

 West Yorkshire GSD Club Lyn Hudson   westyorksgsd@gmail.com 

For more information visit our website :         www.gsdl-brg.co.uk 

GSDL DIRECTORIES 
 

 

BRG Member Clubs Directory 

Position Telephone Mobile E-mail 

Chair 
Vacant 

    

Secretary 
Shirley Hutchinson 

01889 271878 07803 175333 mascani@btinternet.com 

Events Co-ordinator 
Shirley Hutchinson 

01889 271878 07803 175333 mascani@btinternet.com 

Awards Administrator 
Susan Cuthbert 

01592 720297 07591451520 cruaghaire@hotmail.com 

WUSV – British Regional Group Officers Directory  

mailto:ann.weeks46@gmail.com
mailto:john@johndavidw.plus.com
mailto:Carolelister21@gmail.com
mailto:Laura9890@hotmail.com
mailto:mascani@outlook.com
mailto:debgazclo@gmail.com
mailto:cruaghaire@hotmail.com
mailto:antilligsd@aol.com
mailto:westyorksgsd@gmail.com
mailto:mascani@btinternet.com
mailto:mascani@btinternet.com
mailto:cruaghaire@hotmail.com
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Breeders Directory 

County Affix First name Last name Contact number Email 

      

 Scotland Eskgyle James Halliday t:0131 454 1789 jimhalliday53@btinternet.com 

Aberdeenshire  Shane Hay t:07939856279 shay27551@gmail.com 

Aberdeenshire Lealisha Jolene Eggleton t:07939846139 jo.lealisha.gsd@gmail.com 

Bedfordshire Ellroost Chloe Elliott t:01234771208 ellroost@hotmail.com 

 Berkshire Shadowsquad Rachel Paul t:07808 078736 shadowsquad1959@gmail.com 

Blackburn Keevaguard John Monaghan t:07768607117 johnmonaghan33@gmail.com 

Blackburn  Elspeth Brown  elspeth_b@msn.com 

Cambridgeshire Hohenburg  Edmond Kan t:07888107332 edidasa@gmail.com 

Cheshire Charbonnel SANDY PLATT t:07919911779 sandycharbonnel@aol.com 

Cheshire Kleehuegel Paul Bradley t:01270 842650 paul.bradley31@aol.co.uk 

Cheshire Kleehuegel Judy Hallsworth t:01270 842650 judithh48@aol.com 

Cheshire Mirrwood Steve Foran t:01614839388 s.foran@sandringham.co.uk 

Co Durham Absela Danny & Pam Abbs t:01388 601332 abselagsd@aol.com 

Cornwall Belezra John Ward t:07721966128 john@johndavidw.plus.com 

Derbyshire Kymrigkita Amanda Fryer t:07368514750 amanda.fryer7@googlemail.com 

Derbyshire Mascani Maureen Lakin t:01283733333 mascani@outlook.com 

Derbyshire  Zep Zizzi t:01283 733333 dog-father@outlook.com 

East Ayrshire Finleric Eileen Henderson t:01290 721893 esbhenderson@gmail.com 

Fife Conbhairean Heather MacDonald t:07876 210243 conbhairean@btinternet.com 

Fife Conbhairean David  Greer t:07876 210244 conbhairean@btinternet.com 

Fife Cruaghaire Susan Cuthbert t:07591451520 cruaghaire@hotmail.com 

Gloucestershire  Kirsty Dyer t:07871439048 faolanjette2017@gmail.com 

Gwent  Neil Thomson t:07957249699 neil.thomson46@gmail.com 

Gwynedd Blanik Rhian Stanley t:07951767553 blanik.gsd@gmail.com 

Hereford Hazelforth Chris Hazell t:01544327104 chrishazell44@gmail.com 

Hertfordshire Greenveldt Toby Green t:07540871062 greenveldtkennels@live.co.uk 

Lancashire Marinita Anita & Melissa Guy t:07958046732 marinitagsd@blueyonder.co.uk 

Lancashire Shaneva Phil & Sharon Smith t:01942709192 nwgsdg@gmail.com 

Lancs  Kath & Steve Horrocks t:01942812034 dinura@hotmail.co.uk 

Leicestershire Anchaz Angela Walden t:07932011384 angiewalden1@aol.com 

Leicestershire Barwoods Barbara Benjamin t:07976918624 bbenjamin@hotmail.co.uk 

Merseyside  Alfons Roerkohl t:07931412563 alfonsroerkohl@mail.co.uk 

Middlesex Ostenhaus Zara Mehmet t:07802908155 zara@zaramantella.com 

Norfolk Simetra Pauline & Keith Porter t:01692650626 pauline@paulineporter.co.uk 

Northampton Catello Caroline & Oliver French t:07863178940 caroline@houseofcanine.com 

Shropshire Mondschatten Carole Lister t:01630638540 carolelister21@gmail.com 

Staffordshire Hundenkraft Jessica Dunsdon t:07525817584 jesscaninepride@gmail.com 

Staffordshire  Richard Harrison  hundenkraft89@outlook.com 

Staffs Mascani Samuel & Shirley Hutchinson t:07972718046 samhutchinsonwork@gmail.com 

Suffolk Silkenwood Helen Bibby t:01440820439 helenbibby56@gmail.com 

Surrey Zeross Mary & Ray Epps t:07906164211 eppsmary@hotmail.com 

Warickshire Nikonis Nikki  & Syd Farley  mva2000@btinternet.com 

West Midlands Schelmisch mark richards t:07967129135 mark@schelmischgsd.co.uk 

West Sussex Ardenburg Wendy Stephens t:01273834470 ardenburg@ardengrange.com 

West Yorkshire Jonimay Terry Hannan t:01924 376752 terryandlilyjonimay@gmail.com 

Wiltshire Monksley Ann Swift t:07973675382 monksley@btinternet.com 

Wisbeach Crossingate Sally Gunner t:01945450526 sally.gunner@btinternet.com 

 Kaliann Anna & Tom Patus-Sykes t:07500946043 anna.patusova@gmail.com 

 Veneze John & Pauline Cullen t:01305 813316 cullen32@btconnect.com 

  Michelle Mountain- Freeman   

  Lorna Deazeley  lornadeazeley@yahoo.com 

  Estelle Elliot-Wilson t:01787211099 suzanna77@me.com 

  Kamilla Flisek   
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IGP Branch Directory 

**Details correct as of 3rd March 2023 from GSDL WDG website 

For more information visit our website :         www.gsdleague-workingbranch.com 

 

 

Avon Dog Sports Group (Bristol) Secretary:   Anita Reeves Email: anita.reeves@hotmail.co.uk 

Bankhall IGP Secretary:   Michelle Eaton Email: info@nationaldogtrainingcentre.com 

Castle Dog Sports Club (Chester)  Secretary:   Janet Ashford Email: Latchetsmagnum@yahoo.com 

Central Working Dog Group (Warwickshire) Secretary:   Lucy Loi E-mail:   centralwdg@sky.com 

Cotswold Dog Sport Secretary: Martin Carter Email: catersgym1@gmail.com 

Derbyshire Dales Dog Sport Secretary: Alison Montgomery Email: midquoy@hotmail.com 

East Anglia Schutzhund Club (Norfolk) Secretary:   Kate Williams Email: p.williams567@btinternet.com 

Esslon Sports Club (Essex) Secretary:   Carol Phillips E-mail:   carolphillips.gsdl@yahoo.co.uk 

Fife Schutzhund Club (Fife) Secretary:   Ann Bedford Email:  gsd.abedford@btinternet.com 

Forth Sports Dog Club (Midlothian) Secretary:   Heather MacDonald Email: conbhairean@btinternet.com 

Guisborouth IGP Secretary :  Ceara Lowe Email: Lordstonesk9@gmail.com 

Jurassic Coast IGP club Secretary:  Aidan Jackson Email:  A.Jackson_10@outlook.com 

Kenyon IPO (Cheshire) Secretary:   Phil Smith Email: nwgsdg@gmail.com 

Midland Region Dog Sport Secretary: Shirley Hutchinson Email: mascani@btinternet.com 

Nantwich IPO (Nantwich, Cheshire East) Secretary:   Mel Chapman E-mail:   nantwichipo@gmail.com     

Newmarket Working Dog Club Secretary:  Anna Patus-Sykes Email: anna.patusova@gmail.com 

North East OG  Secretary: Michael Naisbitt Email: optikasgsds@yahoo.co.uk 

North West IPO Club (Manchester) Secretary:   Diane Brady Email: Dianebradygsdl@gmail.com 

North Yorkshire Secretary :  Ali Brooks Email: secretarynorthyorkshireigp@gmail.com 

Northampton IGP  Secretary: Emma Woodruff Email: elwoodruff90@gmail.com 

Outwood IPO (Bolton)  Secretary:   Susanne Jaffa Email: jaffaeaston@btinternet.com 

Pheonix IGP Club Secretary :  Gill Davies Email: daeloisbsd@ntlworld.com 

Pitsford IGP Club Secretary:  Samantha Wortley Email: agsam1983@hotmail.co.uk 

Saltire Schutzhund Group (Ayrshire) Secretary:   Dorothy  S Bannerman E-mail:   jarobsportdogs@aol.com 

Severnside Sports Dog Club (Nr Newport) Secretary:   Martin Davies Email: martin_lisa.k9@btinternet.com 

Sheffield IPO Club (Lincolnshire)  Secretary:   Julie Andrew    Email: Glynexup@yahoo.co.uk 

South Cheshire IPO (Cheshire) Secretary:   Joanne Bridge E-mail:   bows.bridge@gmail.com 

South Valley Sports Dog Club (Surrey) Secretary:   Ola Blach Email: southvalleysecretary@gmail.com 

Southern Counties Sports Dog Club (Kent) Secretary:   Henriette Bohnstedt Email:hbohnstedt@btinternet.com 

Staffordshire IPO Secretary: Dean Banks Email: dean.banks@yahoo.co.uk 

Starling IGP Club Secretary:  Natalie Bainbridge Email: natalie.bainbridge@outlook.com 

Team Arkham  Secretary: Gail Rigby Email: gailrigby@hotmail.co.uk 

Team Hunsbridge  Secretary: Jenny Fincham Email: finchlypark84@icloud.com 

Team Marches Dog Sport (Kidderminster) Secretary:   Lorraine Foster E-mail:   lorrainefoster@me.com 

Teamsport Horand (Manchester) Secretary:   Mary Wellwood E-mail:   mary.wellwood@btopenworld.com 

Thameside IPO  (Essex) Secretary:   Karen Khakhian E-mail:   karen@wwequine.com 

Whitchurch IPO (North Shropshire) Secretary: Rosie Lane Email: rosie.lane@tiscali.co.uk 

White Rose Schutzhund Club (West Yorkshire) Secretary: Cheryl Spurr E-mail:  Secretary@whiteroseschutzhundclub.co.uk 

Wye Valley IGP Secretary:   Sally Banks Email: sandpiper02@btinternet.com 

Yare Sport Dogs (Norwich) Secretary: Grahame Green E-mail:   grahame.green1@talktalk.net 

mailto:anna.patusova@gmail.com
mailto:gailrigby@hotmail.co.uk
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Call us on 01342 843246 or office mobile 07850 600 328,  

Email us at mail@vonwolf.co.uk  

VonWolf K9 Equipment has been trading for over 20 years 

supplying tried and tested K9 equipment to the MoD, 

Police and Sports Dog World,  

we stock a vast range of equipment from Bite Suites to 

Dog Bowls. We are ourselves active in competitive IPO/

IGP and regularly train along side the MoD and Police. 

At Vonwolf K9 we are constantly looking at new products 

and ideas from across the world. We spend a lot of time 

on our own R&D producing and manufacturing our own 

Vonwolf brand of specialist harnesses and collars here in 

the UK in partnership with UKOM.  

We have many new K9 products planned for 2022.  


